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in Paradise

Two Oz Paragliders

Above the reef

Landing zone in front of foot

Where flying protocols and practicality clash with a positive outcome…
Far left: Landing approach
Left: 3000ft thermal generator below

by Cliff Perrin

T

his was scary stuff: I never imagined I would
ever contemplate jumping off the leeward
side of a 2000ft mountain as a tandem
passenger in a foreign country. But here I
was, doing this unimaginable manoeuvre with my best
friend Jean-Luc Lejaille, the Chief Paragliding Instructor

Passenger Cliff Perrin
2
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for Rainbow Paragliding on the Sunshine Coast at
Rainbow Beach, Queensland.
Neither Jean-Luc nor myself really knew exactly what
to expect when we touched down at FAA International
Airport on the main island of Tahiti. You can watch
paragliding videos taken in the area by members of the
Airevasion Club, but nothing can really prepare you for
what you encounter on the flight line.
For the first three days, we were booked in at the
Tahiti Intercontinental five-star resort, right on the
water’s edge, about 20km south of the airport on the
western side of the island. I was lucky enough to have
previously been to Tahiti during my working days for a
holiday, now I arrived once more, with great anticipation
of the adventure to come. Jean-Luc, on the other hand,
had never been here, so it was an all new experience
for him.
Thankfully, Jean-Luc speaks fluent French, so
it wasn’t long before we made contact with Claude
Bernard, President of the Airevasion Paragliding Club.
Thanks to his kindness and generosity, we found

accommodation at Punaauia only 50m from the official
landing and close to where club members meet each
day to discuss weather conditions and general flight
information before venturing up ‘that mountain side’.
On the third day, we met the other Airevasion
members at the marshalling point where we boarded
an old four-wheel drive truck for transport to the flying
site. This is an experience you never forget! The flying
site is some 1850ft up a rough, steep, jungle enclosed
track on private property overlooking the NE and SE
coastal strip of Tahiti. I normally have nerves of steel,
but many times I thought that all of us would suddenly
be catapulted backwards down the slope as we climbed
ever higher up the near-vertical slope! The track has to
be fully re-cut and cleared every year following the wet
season to allow access to the flying sites. The jungle
encroaches relentlessly over the bare ground at any
opportunity at any time of the year.
There are two flying sites here, the lower site is
known as the ‘400’, for the use of students. The highest
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one is known as the ‘600’, where most club members
launch from.
The ground is a red clay mixture, which manages
to infiltrate everything placed on it, so the club
members covered the entire launch area with huge
sheets of outdoor plastic-woven netting as equipment
protection. Needless to say, the views in all directions
are spectacular, right out to the reef, and beyond to the
island of Moraya.
It suddenly dawned on me that there was absolutely
no wind movement up here, even though I could see
white caps on the ocean surface to the south and to
the north of us, around the extremities of the main
island. It was the 10th of July, the day of the total solar
eclipse over the southern hemisphere. There were many
people at launch to witness and photograph the eclipse.
When the sun began to disappear, a strange silence and
eeriness gripped the entire area – not even the sound of
birds could be heard.
This event did not interrupt proceedings for club
members, who set up as normal for a day’s flying.
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The tradewind was 50 to 60km every day, but the old
volcanos on the island are 2500m and block the wind
lower down. We were told that we’re pretty safe up to
1200m and to watch the wind creeping up from both
sides of the island. On one day we had to land urgently
as the white caps came in from one side and penetration
became an issue. On another day, Jean-Luc got hit by
the strong wind at 1300m and experienced a major
collapse. Flying the leeward side is made possible due
to very strong thermals generated off the land towards
the shoreline from our launch site. On the right hand side
of launch is a steep ravine covered in tall needle pines,
but the bottom is the industrial estate and its all-white
roofs start to warm up at 9am. By 10am thermals are
between four and six metres per second. They jokingly
call this ‘Death Valley’ because of the prevalence of
reverse thermals on each ridge side. Cloudbase is low at
1200m, so easily reached as we often had to steer away
from white-out. During our stay there was an epic day,
(very hard to come down – thermals everywhere). Two
of the hot locals went XC across the island onto the wind

side, flying through amazing tiger country. When they
got there, the wind on the water (30kt) was blocked by
the reef, so they decided to go sideway to extend the
distance and establish a new island record. Evidently
they got greedy, as one ended up in the trees when he
found the wind. That day we went two kilometres past
the reef, about 5km from the beach, but when we saw
a Boeing 1000ft directly below us, we knew it wasn’t
right. On landing we got hammered by the locals for
flying in airspace and you don’t want to argue with
120kg of Tahitian muscles.
Our first attempt at tandem flight was aborted. On
the take-off run down the slope, I caught my foot, and
crashed heavily to the ground, skinning my right knee
and left arm. The next attempt went more smoothly,
and we soon found a thermal to lift us well above the
launch site. It was my first flight experience away
from seaside sand ridge flying; and what a blast it was!
You thermal to about 3000ft before turning outwards
towards the ocean under ideal lift conditions. The view
of the coastline is really something to behold! I never
SKYSAILOR
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Two Oz Paragliders

tired of watching all the activity on the magnificent
turquoise reef below us during every flight.
You have to land at either of two places: On the
grassy field next to the Le Meridian Resort, manoeuvring
between a number of palm trees, or on the narrow beach
strip in front of beachside homes in nil wind conditions.
Both present obvious challenges.
Following each flying session, everybody gathered
at the Embarkation Point restaurant for lunch and a
friendly chat before leaving the scene for another day.
Tahiti is a place where you can fly almost every day
during the dry season and the entire island can easily be
circumnavigated in one day. So both Jean-Luc and I used
our car to full advantage between flying excursions,
during our four week stay to explore anywhere a road
could take us and find the hidden scenery and other
treasures of Tahiti. We managed to visit one of the
world’s famous surfing spots at Teahupoo on the southwestern side of the island, where the World Pro Surfing
Championships are held each year. We could see the
massive wave sets crashing on the reef more than a
kilometre offshore.
Four weeks slip by very quickly when you’re enjoying
yourself; and once again we boarded the Air Tahiti Nui
aircraft bound for Australia, having made many new
friendships with the truly wonderful island people.

Thermalling to the clouds
44
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For a short preview type ‘Tahiti paragliding’ on youtube.
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146

pilots attended the 2012
competition. They were confronted with lush green fields
and mellow thermic conditions. This was ideal for
this novice-oriented competition. Supported by their
advanced and intermediate crew members, novice pilots
enjoyed flights out to 80km from Mt Borah.
The New Zealanders, other overseas pilots and pilots
outside NSW, QLD and ACT who formed the World
Barbarians team, were eager to retain the trophy from
last year, but a strong contingent from the ACT, who
had aided the World Barbarians to a win last year, had
the numbers to form their own State team this year.
Another 10 pilots decided to fly tandem and, to make
it interesting, were awarded a double point handicap!

Paragliding
State of
Origin 2012

Day 1

Good Friday saw the best weather forecast for the
comp with light wind from the south quarter. After a
pilot briefing, State captains gathered their teams for
a motivation and information session. The crew chiefs
then took over, and this is where the State of Origin
excels at giving the novices the best chance of good
flights. The crew chiefs gather their other four crew
pilots, briefing them on the best options for the day.
The crew chiefs then fly with their crew for some of
the course to maximise their crew flights. Most of the
crews headed north along Mt Borah's classic route to
Bingara. The best distance for the day was shared by
Gareth Carter (90km/points) and David Wainwright
(180 points), David was flying a tandem. However, the
best flight of the day went to Mike Edgson. What makes
Mike’s flight remarkable is that he took his previous
personal best of 7km out to 78.7km and picked up 236.1
handicap points! Best female pilot for the day was Hanka
Krajcova with another PB of 80km and 160 points.
Many other personal best flights were achieved.

The Thompson Report
The Paragliding State of Origin is the premier paragliding
competition in Australia for novice-oriented pilots and held
over the Easter weekend. Pilots fly in crews of five, with at
least one advanced pilot per crew and they also fly for the
State where they began their training/licence courses. A
handicapping score is used to ‘level’ the sky. Novice pilots
score three-times their kilometre distance, intermediates
twice and advanced pilots their kilometre distance as points.
The plan is for each crew to work together, so as to maximise
their crew’s points as well as for their State teams.

Day 2

With a forecast of south-west winds of around 25km/h,
the day was going to be tricky. Pilots again were quick
to launch and within a few hours only a small number
remained on launch. Most pilots headed towards the

Photos: Kari Roderson

east, but soon found a better line to the north again.
With six pilots getting beyond Bingara, most novices
pulled up around the 35km mark. The winner and best
distance of the day was Ralf Gittfried with 96km and
192 points. Best female of the day was Julie Hounslow
with 45km and 135 points.
A more difficult day than the previous, but still
very rewarding for most pilots with many making new
personal bests.

Day 3

The forecast for the day was wind out of the north-west
– not the best direction for Mt Borah.
The task was delayed due to the strong conditions.
A midday update, aided by advanced pilots, gave a direct
report from launch that conditions were strong and
crossed, resulted in a further delay. A briefing was held
on the west launch at mid-afternoon, but after waiting
until the last possible tasking time, it was decided that

a task for this final day would not be safe for novices and
the day was cancelled.
The presentation dinner was held at the Royal
Hotel, Manilla.
The winning State was Queensland Cane Toads with
152.24 points! The Riot ACT has already vowed to return
with a stronger team. The New Zealanders will also try
to shepherd some more pilots from across the Tasman to
next year’s State of Origin.

by James Thompson, State of Origin competition director

State of Origin 2012 – Day 1 Manilla
Photo: Tex Beck
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The Assault Of The

Paragliding
State of
Origin 2012

Riot Act
The State of Origin 2012 Winners
Top Pilot on Handicap
Ricky Hull
359 points
Top Female Pilot on Handicap Hanka Krajcova
192 points
Top Intermediate Pilot
Dan Meyes
310 points
Top Advanced Pilot
Paul Kimber
170 points
Best Tandem
David Wainwright
248 points
Best Up & Coming Pilot
Ralf Gittfried
282 points
Best Crew	Ricky Hull, David Wainwright,
Tim Adams, Elizabeth Moore
& Rob Middleton
1058 points

The State Average Scores
The World Barbarians 		
The Riot ACT		
NSW Cockroaches 		

82.375
106.58
144.78

Photos: Kari Roderson

I must thank all those that were involved with
the State of Origin, the pilots for helping one another
and of course the sponsors. The major sponsor is
NSWHGP Association for their sizeable support of the
competition. Vic and Tom of the Royal Hotel, Manilla,
The IGA Food Market, Manilla. River Gums Caravan Park
and the people of Manilla. The paragliding sponsors
include: Flying Manilla Paragliding, Poliglide, Paragliding
Queensland, Australian Paragliding Centre, One Small

Planet, Canungra HG club and Central Coast Paragliding.
Thank you all and see you next year, bring some friends!

The ACTHPA (ACT paragliding) had an incredible response to the State of Origin paragliding
competition in Manilla. We had 25 pilots keen to kick the asses of those Cane Toads, Cockroaches
and Barbarians. Hang about, maybe not the Barbarians, as they were us last year! Anyway, we
were all set for some Manilla Madness and great fun.
by Barry Oliver, ACTHPA

A

lthough we had a plant at the ‘farm’ we
thought it a bit much to overwhelm Godfrey by
booking it out completely so we opted to stay
at the Royal Hotel. And a right royal good time we had
there too. Although we did miss the farm considerably
and were surprised when Godfrey announced it hadn’t
been booked. Anyway, as the weather turned on
conditions, the farm soon filled up. Next year we will
seriously think about booking all the cabins at the farm
– so if you want to stay there you’d better get in early!
Staying at the farm has some big advantages and we will
certainly take them up if no one else wants them.
Amongst the ACT team were pilots with experience
ranging from four hours to the advanced cumulus
snorters, who shall remain nameless. Day 1 on launch
saw us with a cunning stunt that turned into a stunning
plan. Fly high and far! All our teams in their fine regalia
(T-shirts and identity ribbons) were ready to go!
One enthusiastic soul amongst us decided to launch
as soon as he could. With only four hours under his
Photos: Barry Oliver
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The Assault Of The

Riot Act

belt and no-one else in the air, he promptly skied out
and disappeared over the back. The last radio call we
heard was, “Jesus, I’m at 6000ft, man this is awesome!”
Our retrieve driver found him some time later up near
Tarpoly with a big grin on his face, and it had nothing
to do with the cows in the paddock! As he disappeared
over the back, there was a mad scramble to get into
the air. Some of the big guns launched to take the
less experienced north, but conditions weren’t going
according to plan. However, we did manage to get a few
pilots out to Barraba and beyond. Best flight for the day
was up around 80km, so victory was sniffing at our door.
Unfortunately, it sniffed someplace else – but we all had
a good day. Our retrieve driver, Vicki, nearly melted when
she got 20 Spot messages, 20 phone calls and 20 radio
messages all within a few minutes, but she handled the

pressure like a true champion. Radioed expletives were
not recorded for posterity, but are remembered fondly.
Double-act tandem team of the Roberson duo, Kari
and brother Ben, saw serious pressure put on the
competitors with a pretty awesome 50km flight.
The following day we concocted a different stunning
plan: Let the advanced pilots go first. This had merit
and they did, but unfortunately we couldn’t get the
less experienced to follow. Still, a good few of the less
experienced ended up at Spilt Rock Dam, while Kari flying
solo ended up near the 85km mark and Alex Yashenko at
around 95km. One rather lost pilot went around the east
of Spilt Rock Dam. We aren’t sure why, given his possible
walkout, but we can understand why he was very happy
when he got to Barraba. He said it was the scenic route!
Our hopes for victory were certainly dashed when

one opposing team played dirty tricks by sending in a
gorgeous blonde to the Barraba pub. She not only picked
up a considerable raft of points for being a novice,
but also drew in a handful of opposing male pilots. We
believe some pilots who were further north actually
turned around and came back to the pub – talk about
bees to a honey pot! We’ve all heard of pub suck, but
this was ridiculous! How can you compete with this
sort of strategy? Had she not been in the pub, our team
would’ve flown many more kilometres and won for sure.
Handicaps are cruel when its not you! Anyway, victory
along with a few pilots went sniffing elsewhere, but we
had lots of PBs so we can’t complain.
The third day was in our bag for sure. We were
certainly going to squish those toadies on this final day.
Our cunning plan came undone again when the wind blew

from the north and thwarted our final assault on victory.
Had it not been for this, we would’ve won for sure!
Congratulations to the Queensland Cane Toads, NSW
Cockroaches and the World Barbarians – it was a great
SoO and has certainly fired up the ACT team for 2013!
Thanks to our retrieve team of Vicki, Neil and
Clive – they were terrific. Thanks to Kris Smith and Terri
Jewell for organising the ACT team, and to Matt Smith
for electronics associated with Spot messengers, the
team captains for their help and to the all the pilots
for their great flights and good company from all over
the country.
Most importantly thanks to James Thompson and
Godfrey Wenness for their valuable contributions. The
State of Origin 2012 was a great success. Everyone was
a winner!

Photos: Barry Oliver
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Throwing Out The Laundry
The following is a quick
recount of my experience with
landing a hang glider under my
reserve parachute. Certainly,
one would argue that this is
not the best way to land a
hang glider, but I would also
argue that neither is it the
worst. Make no mistake; it
could have definitely turned
out much worse…
by Brendan Cammack

I

t must also be said, however, that this is definitely
a case of ‘mea culpa’. I stuffed up in a relatively
small, but rather significant way… And let’s face
it, someone had to be doing something wrong because
hang gliders generally aren’t in the habit of falling out
of the sky in unrecoverable dives and haven’t been since
the days of the Rogallo wings. Actually, I can’t think of
any good reasons as to why a modern hang glider should
plummet earthwards without command, but it turns out
there are a few: Namely, if you launch a hang glider with
the main under-surface zipper open, it can have a very
detrimental effect on the glider’s flight characteristics.
So much so, that you might find yourself becoming
much more familiar with your reserve parachute than
you’d ever intended, otherwise known as ‘chucking
your laundry’. I write this tale in the hope that readers
may not only find it entertaining, but more importantly
educational.
James Reason – a guru in the field of aviation human
factors – would tell us there are almost always multiple
causes for any accident or incident. In this case he’d be
absolutely right. In fact, he’d probably tell us that the
circumstances which lead up to this accident started

well before I even arrived at the field that day, and once
again, he’d be right.
The day started with the usual pre-departure mess
of trying to get going early, but not getting away till
after midday. It’s about a five-hour drive from sunny
Canberra to Gulgong, and I arrived both hungry and
fatigued. Given it had been some time since I had done
any aero-towing, I was pretty keen to get
airborne quickly, so I could take advantage
of the smooth evening air. The idea was to
regain some semblance of currency before
the following day’s flying in what was
possibly going to be some pretty rowdy air.
With this in mind, I drove out to Gulgong
as fast as I could without getting fined
and did not stop for lunch. The second I
arrived, I literally grabbed the Sting 3 off
the roof of the car and ran onto the field.
After what was probably the fastest set-up
ever, and the most perfunctory of pre-flight
inspections, I jumped into the tow dolly
Photo: Jon Waghorn
and declared myself ready to fly. With the
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benefit of perfect hindsight, I now realise that this was
most definitely not the case.
The first tow proceeded almost normal. I say ‘almost’
because there was one moment that wasn’t. As soon as
I released from the tow, the glider pitched down, almost
as though it had stalled. This seemed odd, but given
that the glider recovered as normal, I gave it no further
thought. This was obviously a huge mistake. Gliders
generally do not stall at 35mph and had I thought about
this fact, I probably would come to the realisation that
all was not well.
The second tow also seemed normal. Normal that is,
until I lost absolutely all control of my glider. I released
from the tow at about 2000ft agl and flew a few dives
and steep turns down to about 1000ft agl. Since my
intention for the afternoon flights was to practice
towing, I was not concerned about finding lift and
instead decided to have some fun with the flight back
to the field. These manoeuvres were fairly fast and
steep, but nothing too dramatic and certainly nothing
even approaching a wingover. On the last one, however,
things got decidedly more interesting and also a little
less fun. I pulled on quite a lot of speed and just as I was
August | September 2012

about to initiate a bank, the nose simply dropped in what
can only be described as a dramatic and uncommanded
pitch-down movement, similar to ‘going over the falls’ in
a strong thermal. The glider then entered a near-vertical
dive. Witnesses on the ground say they were alerted to
the fact that I was in trouble by the sound. The sail was
fluttering so loudly that they heard what sounded like a
tearing sound from 1000ft away.
Naturally, I did everything I could to regain pitch
control, but my inputs were having absolutely no effect
whatsoever. After a very brief moment of trying to
recover, I got slammed into my sail with a fairly decent
amount of force and decided that the situation was
beyond recovery. At this point I didn’t even have to think
about throwing my ’chute – it was completely automatic.
Fortunately my parachute deployed cleanly, and
opened instantly with what can only be described as
an alarmingly loud and jarringly painful ‘crack’. This was
probably due to my hurtling earthward at a serious rate
of knots. These parachutes are not skydiving canopies
designed to open slowly and decelerate gently, they are
designed to save your life. That’s a good thing, right?
Let’s face it, by the time you’re pulling your reserve, it’s
safe to say things have already gone very wrong.
At this point, I looked up at my canopy with an
enormous sense of relief and thought, ‘Well, this is
not so bad, I’m going to survive this after all’, then
looked down and thought, ‘Whoa, the ground is still
approaching really quickly, and it’s definitely getting
closer!’ I once again looked skyward and checked my
canopy was perfectly formed, then looked down again.
Down was the natural direction to look, as this is
definitely the direction I was headed and I had little
say in the matter. However, this time I noticed that
my descent rate had slowed considerably. I remember
saying to myself, ‘this is going to hurt,’ and then having
just enough time to prepare for impact. I grabbed a
sidewire and pulled myself into a legs-down position,
bent my knees slightly and gritted my teeth.
Now the fun part: Examining what the hell happened.
One of the people flying that day came to my assistance
and very helpfully pointed out that the main undersurface zipper of my wing was completely undone. Few
words can describe the sense of utter stupidity I felt at
that moment. In the blink of an eye, I had gone from, ‘I
don’t know what the hell just happened, but I totally
pulled it off and walked away which is awesome,’ to: ‘I
am the biggest twat ever!’
One theory is that the glider probably flew okay
with the zip open, up until the point when I pulled on a
truck load of speed. The increased air pressure on the
under-surface may have forced the undone zip right
open and possibly even inflated the wing to a certain
degree, which may have removed all of the reflex from
the sail. If this is in fact what happened, it would explain
the lack of dive recovery. However, as this is not my field
of expertise, I’ll cease the conjecture here.
Another very entertaining aspect of this incident
was that it was all captured on video by someone with a
GoPro. From looking at the video, I’ve estimated a couple
of things:
➲➲ I was diving earthward at a truly remarkable rate.
Much faster than a Sting 3 is ever meant to fly.
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So fast in fact, and with so much sail flutter, that
most of the starboard battens had unclipped and
the number six batten was ejected completely – we
found this about 50m away.
➲➲ I’ve also estimated that I threw my ’chute at less
than 500ft agl and it was fully open at around 200
to 300ft agl. It is my belief that I threw my chute
with about half a second to spare. Much later and
I don’t think it would have opened and slowed me
down in time.
The lessons from this incident are fairly obvious, but
I feel a responsibility to all of my fellow pilots to state
them anyway. If any of this seems blatantly obvious,
I apologise, but ask you to bear with me. Even very
experienced pilots can get complacent.
Here are the most obvious:
➲➲ Pre-flight very carefully. Every time. No matter how
much of a hurry you’re in. And while this one really
shouldn’t need mentioning, I know from talking to
other pilots later that night that we have all missed
things in the past. Comfort and familiarity with
flying can breed complacency. I have been guilty of
this, but hopefully never will be again. I strongly
encourage you to think about this.
➲➲ Never fly above a couple of hundred feet without a
recently repacked parachute! Without question, my
parachute saved my life that day. For under $1000,
I now consider it the best money I have ever spent.
But just having it there isn’t going to help if you’ve
never even thought about how to deploy it. I was
lucky that I had not only recently repacked my
chute, but had gone through a practice
deployment on the repack night. Prior to
the practice deployment, I really hadn’t
given it too much thought. This practice
may have saved my life. At the speed
I was travelling and with the altitude I
had remaining, I can safely say that one
second of delay would have dramatically
changed the outcome of that flight. If
you’ve never deployed and repacked
your ’chute then get onto your local club
and organise a practice deployment and
repack night. Chances are you’re not the
only one in your local area who’s overdue.
➲➲ Stop and take a breath. Before you
decide you’re ready to fly, take a couple
of minutes to get your head straight.
Regardless of how keen you are to get
airborne. As I mentioned before, my study
and subsequent work in aviation human
factors tells me that the conditions that
lead up to this accident started before
I even arrived at the airfield. I was
hungry, fatigued and in a rush – this is
a perfect combination to miss something
important, no matter how experienced
you are. Despite my knowledge of many
incidents and accidents that have been
instigated by similar circumstances, I did
not heed the warnings.
Fly safe.

Photo: Dave May

GoPro Footage: Jason Kath
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The experience
of learning to

fly

Flying – it has been man’s desire to accomplish for ages. Flying obviously comes in many forms:
becoming a pilot of a small air craft, a helicopter, a 747 or, on the other end of the spectrum,
a microlight, hang glider or cheapest form of flying – a paraglider.
by Shanta Woodhall

D

eciding to learn to fly a paraglider is the
easiest part; the rest is a steep learning
curve and a ton of commitment.
You give up your Friday 4pm drinks, you become
organised so that you can jump in the car straight from
work and head to where it is flyable. Once at your chosen
destination, there are many ‘para waiting’ hours to clock
up. It seems the more you clock, the better the flying gets!

Let’s Start at the Beginning

Photos: Shanta Woodhall
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One way to get started is to put yourself in the driver’s
seat of your car, head north out of Sydney on the
freeway and keep the car going straight for 160km
until you hit the Maitland turn off. From there, start to
enjoy the horse and wine countryside. You can adore tiny
one-pub towns like Greta, to bigger country cities like
Singleton, pass some mines and you are about 5.5 hours
into the north-west of NSW. Soon you will be able to
hear the country and western music that Tamworth has
become famous for. If you arrive in January, you can kick
your heels up with Australia’s best country singers at
the Tamworth Country Music Festival! At this point, you
can start getting excited (if you are not already): when
you get to the city of Tamworth you are on the home
stretch… only 40 minutes left to destination ‘Learn to
fly, Manilla’. Who would have ever have thought a sixhour drive after work would become a typical drive for
the weekend. Welcome to paragliding life.
Learning to fly involved many baby, but momentous
steps. From understanding leeside rotor, Venturi effects
and thermals, to the extraordinary feeling after hours
spent in the paddock arguing with the glider, to being
able to ground handle. That was a huge accomplishment,
and this skill needs to be continually developed as a pilot.
You begin in a paddock, unable to learn the language of
the glider while fighting off ants, swatting away flies
and wondering how competent pilots manage to lift this
26m2 canopy into the air with hardly more than a pinky
finger! Eventually it clicks – after hours spent in the
field, the glider sails gracefully above your head and you
become one rather than two opposing items.
The next mound to climb over is the training hill.
Students learn the art of launching and landing on a
shallow grassy slope. The class assembles at the top
of the slope eagerly soaking in the briefing. The vibe
and excitement builds as each individual realises how
skills learnt here will enable us to fly and that mastering
launching will have us flying over paddocks and onto
destinations many miles away… But first, we learn how
not to aim for the bushes and shrubs sprinkled around
August | September 2012

the training area. We learn that if you flare too early you
fall out of the sky, stalling the glider. You understand
how important the groundhandling skills are for your
smooth launches and you appreciate the hours spent in
the paddock as you lift the glider smoothly overhead, run
down the slope and your feet leave the ground for the
first time under your own control. The wing overhead is
pressurised and you glide as the air flows around it. Your
first glide over the grass takes you to the end of the
training slope and hopefully towards a smooth flare and
soft landing – although for some it is a learning process
of judging when to flare, not too early and not too late…
Get the flare just right and the buzz is addictive. Trundle
up the hill and do it all again!

Going Solo

With mornings spent on the training slope in the
light breeze, we escape the midday sun and pumping
thermals with theory lectures, absorbing the mountain
of knowledge on offer to us. Then the day comes when
a chill goes through the room as we are advised that
this afternoon the wind direction and strength looks
promising for our first flights. Not a solo flight, but
a tandem. Strapping ourselves to professional pilots
and running off launch to experience what paragliding
could potentially offer us. Gliding along the ridge of Mt
Borah, a fresh breeze in your face, the pilot offers you
to take control, you gulp and confidently take control
of the glider. On approach to the landing zone, the flare
becomes the responsibility of your instructor as he talks
you through the aspects of landing to look out for. A
gentle run brings you both to a standstill and there
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aren’t many people
around from your class
that aren’t grinning
from ear to ear. Excited
chatter about a rumour
of another possible
flight circulates the
landing zone and the
class wait with baited
breath to hear the next
instructions.
Our wish has come
true – we are heading
back up the mountain.
This time with our own
gear! The time has
come to set up and run
off the grassy turf. A
beautiful sun is slowly
setting over the western flatlands and it’s my turn to
launch. It couldn’t be a more spectacular afternoon for
a solo flight. With an instructor on launch and one in
the landing zone we run and raise the glider overhead
and before I know it, I have completed my checks, I’m
strapped into all the gear and now I’m flying! Well,
I’m gliding down to the landing zone… and the feeling
is monumental. It’s quiet and peaceful, it’s slow and
smooth, the scenery is beautiful and it couldn’t be more
idyllic. A voice over the radio disturbs my wonder at what
I am accomplishing and I realise it’s time to concentrate
on the next stage: landing.

Once down and among fellow class mates, the
reality of flying is settling in. It’s magical. Even without
the experience of what is to come in my future as a
paraglider pilot, I have had a glimpse of this amazing
sport. The allurement of more… to know the feeling of
gliding like an eagle, to understand the magical invisible
lift I will learn to use as I climb away from launch and on
to far off distances.
Leonardo Da Vinci summarises my experience in the
most concise way possible “For once man has tasted
flight he will forever walk the earth with eyes turned
skywards. For there he has been and there he longs
to return.”
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zThe Canberra Sea Breeze å
Canberra, similar to other places along the east
coast of Australia, experiences a summer sea
breeze phenomenon. Many people don’t believe
that the easterly airflow that comes into Canberra
during summer is a sea breeze. How can a sea
breeze come in so far from the coast? Regardless
of what it’s called, in summer an easterly wind
can arrive in Canberra with considerable force.

T

he ACTHPA has three wind recorders.
They are located at Lake George,
Spring Hill and Pig Hill. The Lake George
recorder is approximately 27km east of Spring Hill. The
Pig Hill recorder is approximately 42km west of Lake
George, but approximately 11km further south. The
Pig Hill recorder is approximately 22km south-west of
Spring Hill.
Observations taken over a 10-day period commencing
9 November, as shown in Figure 1, did not shed any
simple patterns associated with the advance of the
sea breeze between wind recorders, nor the prediction
of it, supporting the work about the sea breezes
being determined by six variables and the interactions

z
by Barry Oliver

Barry Oliver at Lake George

between them. The graph below is of the 9am pressure
difference between Goulburn and Moruya (on the coast),
the 9am temperature difference between Goulburn and
Moruya, the recorded delay between Braidwood BOM site
and the Lake wind recorder and the delay between the
Lake wind recorder and the Spring wind recorder.
In many cases it was not possible to identify when
the sea breeze hit Braidwood, as the wind was always
showing easterly for the day. In some cases it was
not possible to identify when the sea breeze hit the
Lake wind recorder, similarly due to the prevailing
wind. However, the graph shows little in the way of
predictability or pattern, given these observations.

Time, temperature and pressure differences relating to the sea breeze in Canberra
9 to 18 November 2009

Figure 1: Some observations regarding the sea breeze in Canberra
Note: Pressure differences are x100 for comparative purposes on graph
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change in direction), and often a gradual drop in
temperature (page 18, Figure 2, top).
The wind recorder at Spring Hill will generally record
nearly an instantaneous change in wind direction and
strength as the easterly sea breeze arrives there (Figure
2, centre). The time it takes the sea breeze to travel
from Lake George to Spring Hill (27km) can be as short
as 20 minutes, but can also take several hours.
The wind recorder at Pig Hill will record a change in
wind speed and possibly direction as the sea breeze
arrives there (Figure 2, bottom). This can be at the
same time as it arrives at Spring Hill, but can be some
time later and sometimes it does not seem to arrive
there at all.

The time the sea breeze takes to travel the 27km
from Lake George to Spring Hill varies from between
30 minutes to over four hours. However, when there
is a prevailing easterly at the Lake it is very difficult
to determine when it actually arrives at the Lake.
Predicting the time between it arriving at the Lake and
arriving at Spring is very difficult, even with computer
modelling. However, what is evident is that the wind
speed on the sea breeze front can be vastly greater
than the speed at which the sea breeze travels across
the ground.

Flying the Canberra
Sea Breeze

For hang gliders there are some amazing flights to be
had flying the afternoon sea breeze at Lake George.
The incredible lift generated from the ridge at Lake
George when the sea breeze arrives is difficult to put
into words. Needless to say, the 4500ft airspace ceiling

Photos: Barry Oliver

is limiting. Hang glider pilots have flown for hours in the
buoyant afternoon air with stories of some landing well
after sunset. However, it can come in too strong even for
the hang gliders and it is often only the more advanced
hang glider pilots who take advantage of it.
For paragliders, the wind strength is most often too
strong to fly at Lake George in the afternoons. Given the
lack of landing options behind launch, it means that flying
the Lake in the afternoon is extremely dangerous. There
have been numerous serious accidents from paragliders
being blown over the back into rotor and into trees.
This makes the practice of flying paragliders at Lake
George, especially on summer afternoons inadvisable. If

it is launchable before the sea breeze has arrived then
it can arrive unexpectedly and with such speed that
penetration to the LZ is not possible and there are no
landing options over the back of launch and the main
Sydney freeway below. Once the sea breeze has arrived
the wind speed is usually too strong to launch safely,
and if it is launchable, one can never be sure whether the
sea breeze has arrived or not.
The other major issue is that it is often flyable on
summer afternoons at Spring Hill (a westerly site) and
the easterly sea breeze can come over the back of Spring
with incredible force. Within a few seconds the wind
can change from a soarable westerly of 30km/h to an

How Predictable is the
Canberra Sea Breeze?

There are two main issues associated with predicting
the sea breeze. The first is predicting if on any day a
sea breeze is likely and the second, if a sea breeze is
predicted, when it will arrive. The first issue is predicted
reasonably accurately by the Bureau of Meteorology
(BOM) and other weather forecasting models. The
second issue is more difficult. Hang glider and paraglider
pilots have a few rules of thumb and observations
regarding the Canberra sea breeze:
➲➲ If BOM observations on the south coast (Moruya and
Montague Island) have a strong southerly component
by mid-morning, then there’s a good chance the sea
breeze will come into Canberra.
➲➲ If the BOM observations at Braidwood indicate the
sea breeze has arrived there, then the chances are
stronger it will get to Canberra.
➲➲ If the wind turbines on the easterly side of Lake
George begin spinning anti-clockwise, it indicates
the easterly sea breeze has arrived on the east side
of Lake George.
When it arrives at the west side of Lake George, the
Lake George wind recorder will show an increase in wind
speed from the east (and possibly an instantaneous
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Wings

zThe Canberra Sea Breezeå
Wind Recorder Lake George – 12 November 2009

Seabreeze hits the Lake
around 4:45pm – wind change
direction from south 20mph
gusts to east 30mph gusts

Wind Recorder Spring Hill – 12 November 2009
Seabreeze hits the Spring
around 5:15pm – wind change
direction from SW 18mph gust to
east 48mph gust nearly instantly!

Wind Recorder Pig Hill – 12 November 2009
Seabreeze hits Pig Hill
around about same as Spring
– wind change direction from
SW 15mph gust to SE 15mph
gust, but slowly increases

easterly gusting up to 60 to 80km/h (Figure 2 shows
the speed of change clearly). Given the unpredictable
time the sea breeze takes to travel from Lake George
to Spring, if the Lake wind recorder is indicating an
easterly wind then it is safer to land if ridge soaring
at Spring or not even launch. A number of pilots have
had the unfortunate experience of ridge soaring at
Spring and been caught in the converging sea breeze.
Generally, there is an abundance of lift in front of the
sea breeze, not unlike any other converging air mass.
Unfortunately, the sea breeze generally travels across
the ground faster than trim speed of a paraglider. This
means that in the initial stages of the flight the lift is
smooth and constant, however, as the paraglider climbs
it hits the returning airflow and this airflow does not
have sufficient lift so the parglider sinks down behind
the front into the turbulent and high-speed sea breeze.
The smooth lifting air is replaced by turbulent strong
sinking air – an extremely dangerous situation.
The arrival of the sea breeze at Pig Hill, although
generally less dangerous than at Lake George still
presents difficulties for paragliders. There are no
options for landing over the back of the launch and
although it is possible to head north to find a landing
place, the strength of the sea breeze generally parks
paragliders and it is not a safe nor comfortable situation
to find yourself in. Basically, flying in a paraglider
anywhere near the sea breeze in Canberra is unwise.
However, all is not lost. The sea breeze often remains
overnight and in the early hours of the following morning
it is perfect for paragliders at Lake George. I’ve had many
hours of soaring along the escarpment over the years
(the arrival of angry wedge-tailed eagles have dampened
flying somewhat for paragliders at the Lake in recent
times). Therefore, for paraglider pilots the arrival of the
sea breeze is unfavourable while for many hang glider
pilots it is something they look forward to.

Conclusion

Sea breezes are a fascinating component of our
meteorology. If you are a hang glider pilot, you should
include flying the Canberra sea breeze on your bucket
list. If you are a paraglider pilot, you should take heed
to any forecast indicating an easterly afternoon wind.
On summer afternoons leave your paraglider at home,
head out to Lake George and watch the hang gliders – it
might induce you to become bi-wingual. Alternatively,
have an early night and get up the following morning and
fly your paraglider at the Lake in the remnants of the sea
breeze. Of course hang gliders can do this too, but they
are usually too tired from the previous night’s hours
of fun!

z

Figure 2: A graph of the sea breeze as it arrives at the three wind recorders on 12 November 2009.
This is typical. The top half shows wind lulls (blue), wind speed (brown) and wind gusts (pink) with
the white line being the temp trace. Note these are miles per hour. The brown section of each graph
shows the wind direction as a yellow line (the green section being the required wind direction for the
site). The last section (on-o-meter) gives a guide to whether it is flyable (mainly for paragliders).
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over Mudgee
Mudgee is known for its country
charm, peace and quiet and fine
wines. But on Sunday, 15 April, at the
Wings, Wheels and Wine Air and Car
show, that quiet was disturbed by a
different and powerful whine from
engines and turbines of Avengers
(the aircraft, not the superheros),
Pitts Specials, a Yak 52, precision
PC-9s and, just for a little while, the
determined drone of a Rotax 582.

A

by Dorothea O’Conor

mongst the company of some classic aircraft
and high performance machines, an Airborne
Fun (with some assistance from a trusty BaileyMoyes Dragonfly) had come to do the unpowered flying
community proud.
A tow and release demonstration had been arranged
in order to show the eager crowd that not all flight
is governed by RPM. After witnessing the aerobatic
finesse of Tim Windsor in his YAK 52, hang glider pilot
Rohan Taylor may have been forgiven for feeling the
pressure of expectation from the crowd, but he didn’t
show it, instead seeming calm and poised (although
that stillness may have been the result being cocooned
in a harness). The crowd were open to novelty, and both
hang glider and tow plane pilots had a plan.
After a few minutes, while the anticipation built
and Dragonfly pilot Brendan Sandgrove discovered the
joys of waiting for a take off clearance, tow plane and
glider ascended with style into the sky. An unexpected
(fortunately they were far enough from the crowd that
an expression of particular surprise went unheard), but
welcome thermal at the end of the runway pushed both
aircraft high above the crowd and into an ideal position
for release. To a round of applause from those on the
ground, both aircraft executed graceful turns away
from each other, describing symmetrical arcs as they
descended.
Even compared to some of the other demonstration
aircraft, the Fun was exceedingly elegant as it spiralled
down, and certainly many on the ground were imagining
what it felt like to fly with the wind in your face,
unencumbered by thoughts of fuel consumption. Given
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the surprisingly buoyant conditions, it turned out the
turns and spirals were less of a display and more of
an attempt to get out of the sky before a Pitts Special
muscled in on the airspace. But the crowd weren’t to
know and didn’t care, they just enjoyed the show.
After executing his first landing in front of a big
crowd (with considerable skill and later admitted to
nerves), the ground crew were keen to help Rohan get
the Fun tied down, before it went for a fly on it’s own
in prop wash. Given that this was a novel experience
for most, the wing was secured with commendable
efficiency and some degree of creativity. The pilots were

then free to chat with the crowd, and enjoy the show
themselves.
While it’s not certain if all of the crowd will convert,
the towing demonstration certainly gave a broad group
of fans of flight a first hand perspective of some of
the lesser known areas of air sports. By continuing to
participate in community air shows, the ties that bind
all flyers together can only get stronger. And perhaps
next year the Mudgee Air Show will include a high
performance glider, and then the hang gliders will give
some of the aerobaticists a run for their money.
SKYSAILOR
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A Flying Foray

into Fiordland
Emerging from the bush to catch a glimpse of Lake Adelaide

Launching on snow is sometimes
the only way to avoid catching lines
Left: Looking toward my eventual landing in the Dart valley from Mt Nox
A video grab from the flight over Moraine creek

A multi-day vol bivouac formed
part of my extended summer
paragliding holiday in the
mountains of New Zealand.
by Nick Neynens

I

’ve always had a thing for the mountains around the southern lakes of NZ, and this is the fourth summer
I’ve come to explore them since learning to fly. Even with La Niña conditions, I had high expectations –
although many complained about this summer’s weather. While I did go for about two weeks without
flying, I still managed to get lots of memorable missions in. I was certainly better off than I would have been
had I stayed in Australia with reports of serious flooding on top of the general 18 months or so of rainy
weather.
One such mission near the end of the trip was typical of others – that is: highs, lows, excited
expectations tempered with patience – but in all, a diverse range of experiences in a magnificent setting.
Sunrise above the Moraine creek hanging valley

Left: Looking west over Lake Harris to Conical hill
Right: Cold feet are my preference over wet boots

Climbing up over Xenicus (Routeburn north branch)
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Left: My take off spot over the Hollyford valley
Right: Lake Harris
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Given the Easterly forecast and the fact that I’d already
done a good deal of trips around Glenorchy, the plan was
to push out into Fiordland, crossing the main divide at
the Routeburn and heading into the Darrans (a range
famous to climbers for its steep rock walls carved by
glaciers), to return a couple of nights later.
As always, the trip was timed precisely to suit the
forecast – on the first afternoon I had a pleasant walk
up the Routeburn track to Harris saddle. Cloud swirled
around and gradually dissipated during my arrival in
the evening. I launched perhaps slightly too early, since
halfway through the flight more sun reached the slopes
and I was able to maintain altitude and get small climbs,
but there wasn’t enough lift for me to get back up to
the bushline or down the valley towards Tutoko. Instead,
the gentle air allowed me a close look at the valley walls
neatly clothed in beech forests, including ancient giants
of trees, impressive and useful landmarks to check my
progress in trying to scratch my way back up. When
this did not eventuate, I eventually floated down to the
airstrip.
A short time later a friendly Texan, looking for a
fishing spot after dropping off his rockclimbing mates,
gave me a lift a couple of miles down the road to the
Moraine Creek track end. He was quite impressed that
I’d flown in, but just about jumped out of his seat when
he realised I didn’t have a motor!
With a few hours of daylight remaining, I hurried up
the track, just in case the sign that said ‘7 to 9 hours
to Lake Adelaide’ was not “Bullshit”, as someone had
scrawled on it – I wanted to make sure I’d have time to
get myself in a good position for flying tomorrow. From
my diary, dictated between heavy breaths as I climbed
up the track, “at this treefall was a stinging nettle and
it got me on my left hand, and coming back [I got a little
lost] I was aware of it, so to clear the path, as I was
walking over some logs, I put my right foot on it and
bent up against the log next to it and it hit me on my
right arm! I can hardly feel the one on my left arm now…”
Upon reaching the first flatish ground beside a big
beech tree, I dropped my pack. Now in the hanging valley
August | September 2012

I wandered a few minutes further to a small lake where I
gathered water and swore out loud when I saw the side
of the valley! Hidden until now by the beech forest, an
enormous wall of rock and dripping vegetation dashed
any hopes of finding a suitable launch. I needed to find
somewhere else… a job for tomorrow, so I wandered
back to my pack, laid out my gear, ate and slept.
An advantage of bivouacking is the quick start in
the morning. I took my boots off to cross a large marshy
flat, and a couple of hours later, as the sun rose, I caught
up to a party which had elected to spend their night
in the open, getting totally drenched by dew in the
process. I know Fiordland is supposed to be wet, so this
didn’t surprise me. What did surprise me is that the sky
remained totally blue.

I now saw a sloping tussock shelf up beside north
facing cliffs, a launch made just for me. All I had to
do was cross a terminal moraine of massive angular
boulders (at the mouth of Lake Adelaide) clothed in
dense west coast forest. I managed to keep my cool and
came out in good time, paying a small tribute by losing
my drink bottle. I did have a quick look for it, but just to
amuse myself really – no more instant pud!
I took off my boots again and let the tussock, alpine
plants and cool trickles of water massage my feet for a
while. Then, around midday, I dropped the pack at launch,
waited for the odd scenic plane to buzz past, then kitted
myself out in warm clothes and the usual electronics
and launched.

It's on again!

Paraglide New Zealand
January 2013

Due to the fantastic success of our 2012 N.Z. tour, we’re doing it again.
Join CFI Phil Hystek and fly the spectacular mountain and coastal
sites of our nearest neighbour.
Stunning scenery, crystal clear air and great company.

Tour 1

January 8-15, 2013 Canterbury area, Wanaka and Queenstown
Tour suitable for all pilots, but specifically low airtime pilots.

Tour 2

January 17-24, 2013. Canterbury area, Cragieburns, Wanaka
Tour suitable for all pilot skill level.
Full tour cost and details, please contact Phil at

<info@pgqld.com.au> or +61 418 155 317
Check out our 2012 tour video at <pgqld.com.au>
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A Flying Foray
into Fiordland

Toying with the clouds, looking north to Somnus

Vol Biv Advice

An unexpected late evening thermal on a different trip, my ‘Dart River Vol Biv’, gives views of Fiordland

Climbing the flanks of Mt Nox, overlooking Lake Unknown

Certainly one of the more awe inspiring places to fly.
Immediately after leaving my rounded tussocky knob,
I found myself 800m above the hanging valley I’d been
in that same morning, now I was myself just a speck on
the massive faces I’d been looking at the night before.
Puffs of hot air rose up the cliff faces, and I patiently
worked the lift back and forth, looking for a thermal

between the take-off spot and the drop off into the
main Hollyford valley.
An hour later, and still waiting to break through the
inversion and get up into the tops, I began to get to
know each imperfection and feature in this particular
Fiordland cliff. While the scenery was superb, I was a
little rattled with the prolonged constant concentration
required when flying so close to such dramatic terrain.

It was definitely a stable day – hot air rises only by
brute force as the atmosphere suppresses any thermals
– which also explains why the sky remained blue. I
found out later that a friend was flying the local site
in Wanaka on the same day, with the same experience
– the frustration at not being able to break away from
launch height! The infuriating thing is that you can
never know if or when heating will become sufficient to
break through, and the only thing you can do is hang in
there and keep trying. I reminded myself that I was in
an amazing, never previously visited area and I should
soak up the views and remember them. Meanwhile, my
Wanaka friend, having cashed in all kinds of brownie
points to get the day off work, was ironically confined
to his workplace (he is a tandem pilot) and not able to
venture into the back country!
After the second hour of scratching, I had an excuse
to relieve my anxious nerves – the sun was starting
to swing off the face! I flew out into the main valley
and soared up a less impressive, but more welcoming
forested slope back to regain launch height. Then,
crossing the Hollyford with views all the way out to the
ocean, I returned to the same western facing slopes I’d
flown less than 24 hours ago!
Thus continued my longest flight of the season. I
worked and worked, up and down the valley. Finally, on
the most promising looking beech spur, I managed a few
turns in lift – a thermal? Indeed! Finally my patience paid

off. For the first time I rose above bushline, some flat
open ground appeared within a short glide for a fleeting
moment – I hesitated, and sunk down below bushline
again. That meek altitude gain of 100m (probably less)
was to be my only thermal of the day. I scratched for
another hour, but as the sun lowered, the lift weakened
and I sunk lower before finally landing at the very
bottom of the Hollyford at Gunn’s camp.
After a hot shower, some university students took
pity on my modest meal of noodles and I gratefully
polished off a second dinner, before a comfortable sleep
in a bed of all places!
Early the next morning I rose and began the steep
climb up Dead Man’s track, enjoying the climb to Harris
saddle in the shade. Continuing up Conical hill, the air
was still, the sky clear and walkers plentiful – I enlisted a
couple to help me launch. The spot I found was tight, but
half a dozen people holding up my canopy made my job
a lot easier. On the third or fourth attempt, after taking
a few quick steps, I felt supremely confident with the
feeling of pressure in my wing and continued the dash
into the void. Again, flying was perhaps unnecessary,
but it certainly was a nice way to cross over Lake Harris.
I landed halfway up the slopes on the other side and
tramped around to more substantial slopes facing the
morning sun.
Today another friend was flying a few valleys away
from me. I found out later that his flight was somewhat
similar to mine the previous day – he’d stayed up for
several hours, but kept bashing his head against a lift
inhibiting inversion. Well, today my luck was better than
that – I launched above it!
I flew up the valley past a startled chamois and
found a climb that wound me up past alpine scree fields
and lakes of various blues and greens. Distinct in the
featureless scree slope, a tramper crawled out from
under a yellow tarpaulin – I yelled out a ‘hello’ and he
quickly stuck his head back under the tarp to arouse
his mate! Soon they were far below and I was playing
with the cloud forming a few hundred metres above the
top of Xenicus peak. I was in a jubilant mood, clearly

brought on by the stunning scenery, but also no doubt
enhanced by the contrast of my flying fortune to that of
the previous day!
After allowing adequate time to absorb the
experience, toying with the cloud on my perch above
the main divide, I finally opted to head onward. I glided
around Momus and over Bridal falls, eyeing out the
terrain as this is a climb on the to-do list for a non-flying
day. The glide was just a little further than I anticipated
as the terrain kept opening up and by the time I reached
sun facing slopes I was down below the inversion again.
Soon I landed on the Rockburn valley floor.
Despite having just experienced a highlight of the
summer with this flight, it is always disappointing
to land before the peak thermal time of the day! It
was barely 2pm, so I still had time to climb up and fly
again! Luckily, I was fit after a season of tramping
and vol biv. After chocolate for lunch, it was just
under an hour to bushline. Climbing over a shattered
slope of lichen-covered rocks, I dictated into my diary,
“I quite enjoyed pulling my way up through mossy
branches… I better watch myself – maybe I’m going
crazy – because that was a bush bash!”
Late in the afternoon, still in full sun and happy to
feel hot gusts up the slope, I spent the extra time to
get to a tussocked slope away from the boulders. Then
I pulled up the wing and sailed my way up Mt Nox, a great
vantage point for viewing Lake Unknown, normally high
and hidden by surrounding mountains. The evening light
was gorgeous and with food reserves running low, I was
happy to be within glide of civilisation.
I wonder at how I can still be surprised in this sport,
but I did believe that when I reached the massive west
facing hulk of Earnslaw and Turret head I would get an
easy climb and subsequently land in the front paddock.
However, I suppose I slipped below that inversion again,
and once again landed a little before I’d hoped. Yet, it
didn’t matter, I was soon picked up by some climbers
returning from Chinaman’s Bluff, and found in them
kindred spirits with a love of the back country who
appreciated my story.

If you fly in, make sure you can walk out! I have been
tramping in this area my whole life. The area includes
some very committing terrain, but I always know exactly
where I am and where the tracks are, and I have wellrounded skills (launching, landing, flying, climbing,
tramping, navigation, survival, etc) and a safe wing. As a
Vol Biv starting point I’d suggest Wanaka: Flying up the
Matukituki from Treble Cone or Shark’s Tooth – get some
area knowledge from the friendly locals and you’ll find
plenty there to explore!

See more of Nick’s blog at [www.sharemyjoys.com] or
‘Flying over and around Earnslaw’ on [www.youtube.
com/user/sharemyjoys.].

HGFA Document
Map System
HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control
system for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and
Syllabus, which will allow all to view
and access the HGFA documentation
structure. Due to recent Entry Control
Procedures placed by CASA, the HGFA
Document Map will assist in meeting
compliance obligations.
A single point of access to view the
HGFA Document Map Register and
forms are available on the HGFA
website location:

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’
The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times by
members, HGFA Instructors and HGFA
National Office.
Current Version: v1.0 Feb 2012
HGFA Office Manager

Flying over Earnslaw (2803m)
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Curt Warren of Warren Windsports, with a student,
launching from Bald Hill, above Stanwell Park, NSW
Photo: Dee Kramer
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The Story of Bruce Reid

– and some lessons learnt
for us all to think about…
On December 30 2011 Bruce Reid a paraglider pilot from
Canberra had a paragliding accident that claimed his life. Bruce
was found close to the ridge line at Lake George a day after he
went flying. This story is to celebrate Bruce’s life and provide
some lessons learnt for all to think about to help us provide
ourselves and our friends and family some piece of mind when
we are out flying.
by Andrew Luton,
Ross Reid,
Bruce’s family and
ACTHPA members

Bruce Reid

B

ruce was full of life, he was always up
for a yarn, he was passionate about
the outdoors, his gardening,
bee keeping and photography. But his
greatest passions were playing soccer,
or ‘real football’ as he used to insist, and
paragliding.
Bruce started flying in the early
1990’s, and was an experienced and
competent pilot. Bruce was always keen
to fly far and to experience life from the
air. On a number of occasions, Bruce had
flown from sites near Canberra to the
coast, landing near Termeil and out west
near Harden. Bruce’s mission was to fly as
far as possible and enjoy being free in the
sky. He flew from many places, including
regional Canberra, Queensland and
Victoria. He took regular trips overseas,
enjoying his love of paragliding in countries
like Thailand, Switzerland and France.

Unfortunate Events

Bruce’s accident was extremely unfortunate, and the exact cause remains unknown.
Bruce was a lover of free flight and part of
the excitement for him was the thrill of not
knowing where he was going to land, or
how he was going to find his way home. As
Bruce took off on his final flight, he spoke
his usual words to other pilots: “If you see
me climb out and fly away, don’t chase me,
I’ll find my own way back.” As pilots, we can
learn from Bruce’s tragic accident to improve
the likelihood of our surviving should any
of us have an accident and not be able to
communicate this.
After Bruce’s accident, a number of ideas were
developed to educate ACTHPA members. These were
canvassed by club members during the monthly club
meetings. The ideas of the club members have been
developed and are published here with the aim of
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providing you and your loved ones with mechanisms
that may help, should you have an accident.

Avoiding Recurrences

The first of these is a basic one that we should all follow:
Notify a friend or relative of your plans to go flying,
including the location of where you plan to take off and if

you will go cross-country or fly on
the ridge. If going cross-country,
inform them of which way you are
likely to go. Also, provide a time
when you propose to contact them
via a phone call or SMS to let them
know that you have landed safely,
whether it be near your take-off,
following a bomb-out or 100km
downwind! This will provide you
with a basic safety net and allow
someone to raise the alarm if
you have not contacted them at
the scheduled time. While you
are most likely still on that epic
cross-country, it will ensure that
in the unfortunate event of you
having had an accident, someone
can track you down.
A more secure approach
would be the use of a Spot
tracking device. The Spot device
records your GPS location every
10 minutes and places this
information on a website. This
allows your friends and family
to see in almost real time
where you are with a high level
of accuracy and how your flight
is progressing. For retrieval
drivers, this information can
be seen on smart phones and
assists in quick retrievals. But most importantly, should
you have an accident and be unable to communicate,
the Spot tracking device will hold your position on the
website. This allows your retrievers, or your friends and
family, to locate you, should you not return from a flight
or land miles from anywhere with no radio or mobile
reception! The Spot device costs around $200 and
August | September 2012

there is an annual registration
fee with the website at a cost
of around US$115. While this
might seem a high cost in what
is already an expensive sport,
it should be regarded as cheap
insurance. It is also a great
way to interact with others
by allowing them to watch
progress of your flights from
their office or home while you
are out enjoying life!
At the recent State of
Origin Paragliding Titles in
Manilla, the ACTHPA had 24
pilots attend, all of whom
used Spot tracking devices.
After Bruce’s accident, club
members arranged a bulk
shipment of the Spot tracking
devices by purchasing a
total of 24. They now use
these devices, which is
a great to see. The club
held an information night
providing an ‘idiot’s guide to
competition technology’ which included information on
setting up and using the Spot devices.
For many of us money remains a barrier when it
comes to purchasing toys and extra equipment and a
Spot tracking device may not seem a priority. If this is
the case, next time you go flying, make sure you let
someone close to you know where you are going, what
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your intentions are and what time you will notify them
that you have landed safely. Explain that if they do not
hear from you by this time they should try to contact
you and, if unsuccessful, raise the alarm. A little peace
of mind can go a long way to ensuring we all continue
to enjoy our great sport. It will also provide comfort to

Photos: Courtesy Maryline Bouchet

those close to us as we are taking appropriate action
that will make our flying safer.

Spot [http://international.findmespot.com/]
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The XCFiles

Tips and tuition for paragliding
and hang gliding pilots – from
beginner to expert, there’s something for everyone.
from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

L

ast year’s tragic disappearance of Xavier Murillo in
the Andes reinforced the need to use trackers
when flying in adventurous areas. But it’s
not just in the far-flung corners of the world where we
need them: Spot trackers are useful for retrieves after
cross-country flights and can bring peace of mind to
those back home who can watch your flight progress on
a laptop from the comfort of their lounge.

Spot Connect

The

spot

Connect

Spot first introduced their GPS satellite
messenger back in 2007. It is a standalone device that integrates a GPS with
a satellite communicator and connects to
the Globalstar satellite network. It allows users to
send their position via this network either on demand
or at regular intervals. In the case of an emergency a
message can be sent to the GEOS International Rescue
Coordination Center summoning help.
Spot have since launched a next generation
device with improved performance, however, it was
still restricted to sending only one of two pre-defined
messages when not requesting emergency help.
Now, the new Spot Connect device uses your
smartphone to add greater flexibility. The device itself
is a small 8cm square about 3cm thick. There are just
two buttons on the side: a power button and, hidden by
a rubber flap, the emergency SOS button for sending a
message to the GEOS centre in case of a serious accident.
On the top surface there are several LEDs indicating
power, GPS/satellite connectivity, message and SOS

Marcus King looks at recent
developments in the Spot system
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sending plus Bluetooth connectivity.
On the back are a clip and a battery
compartment that takes two AA
batteries, which Spot claim last up
to 11 days in power on standby and
six days tracking.
All the functions of the device,
with the exception of powering
on and SOS call, are controlled
using the Spot Connect App on
your smartphone. Once you have
downloaded the App from the iTunes
Store or Android Marketplace, and
paired your phone to the device
using Bluetooth, you can then control the device.
Like the stand-alone Spot devices, you can send
pre-defined messages to groups of contacts. It’s simply
a case of selecting the message and the contact group
from drop-down boxes. You can also choose to copy the
message to your Facebook status or Twitter account.
The Connect also give you the flexibility of sending up to
41 characters of text you type through the application
– you could, for example, send instructions to your
retrieve even in an area with no mobile coverage.
These ‘Type and Send’ messages incur additional
charges, but could be very useful – although you will not
be able to receive messages back without a mobile signal
as it is only a one-way process. We have heard of some
issues with sending SMS messages in certain countries
so you may want to verify it works in the countries you
intend to use it in. We found that adding our own phone
number to the contact groups helped verify the system
was working by sending a confirmation message before
take-off since we usually had a mobile signal on launch.
The pre-defined messages and your contacts and
groups are set up via the Spot website in the account
administration area. If your smartphone has a WiFi or
mobile network connection to the internet, you can
also use the App to update your pre-defined messages

Photo: Courtesy Red Bull X-Alps

and edit your contacts and contact
groups. In practice, I found this more
intuitive than using the account
admin website.
Another function of Spot
Connect is the ability to send
regular position updates to the Spot
servers, allowing your friends and
family to track your progress on
Google Maps via a shared page on the Spot website. From
the App, it’s simple to start and stop tracking. Once the
first fix is obtained, the App will display your position
on a Google Map display, however, this requires a data
connection on the smartphone to work. Once you have
started tracking, you can leave the App on the phone
and the Spot Connect will continue tracking until you
switch it off via the App or switch the Spot off, saving
your smartphone battery for when you need it.
In testing we found the tracking gave regular
updates, although it is no replacement for a track log
as the intervals between track points are at least 10
minutes long and can even be longer, depending on
satellite connectivity. Apps exist for various mobile
platforms to allow you to follow a Spot device on the go,
although you can also use Spot website Apps to make it
easier on a smaller screen.
The great thing about the Connect is that you can
mount it on your harness shoulder strap, set it going
and then forget about it, knowing that your family can
keep track of you and that in the case of an accident they
should have a good idea where to start looking.

A version of this article was published in Cross Country
magazine issue 137.
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Degrees, Metres
and Retrieve Driving

Cross-country from Tamborine mountain
on a Litespeed RS-4 in early May 2012
Photo: Scott Tucker

Sometimes Spot, SMS and Google Maps are not an option. This article goes back to some basics
for XC retrieve drivers when there’s no mobile phone reception.
by Phil Lyng

W

ithout mobile phone reception, modern devices
such as Spot and smartphones are not very
useful to a retrieve driver. The good old radio
must be used to relay your position, and there are two
main ways of doing this.
In any case, you must ensure you transmit your
position before you get too low, because you may need
to focus completely on the landing if it’s a challenging
one, or the transmission might be blocked by terrain.

Distance and Bearing

This method is quite simple, but it works best if the
retrieve driver has a customised map. The map will have
concentric circles at 5km radii, and radiating lines at,
say, 15-degree intervals. All you do is set your GPS to
‘goto launch’, and as you fly along, your GPS reads how
far and at what bearing you are from launch. You simply
need to transmit two numbers to your retrieve driver,
eg: “26km at 270 degrees.” The retrieve driver can then
locate your position easily. You can do this at regular
intervals, and it’s also useful to transmit your height as
well, so that the retrieve driver can track your path, and
know whether you might be close to landing.
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Relaying Lat/Long

The advantage of this method is that the retrieve driver
can plug the lat/long readings into a GPS, tomtom or
similar device, then follow the direction on the device.
The disadvantage of this method if using radios is that
you have to transmit more information, eg: “S 37.123
E 145.456,” and this can often require several repeat
attempts before the message is received correctly. The
other disadvantage is that it is error prone, even when
sending via SMS. One incorrect digit can result in tens of
kilometres of inaccuracy as explained below.

Understanding Distances
with Lat/Long

It’s useful to understand the ‘size’ of lat/long numbers.
An interesting fact is that it is approximately 10,000km
(or 10 million metres) from the equator to the North
pole. This is actually one of the early ways that the
metre was defined, when the French first created the
‘metric system’ in about 1791. If you assume there are
100 degrees in a quadrant (actually 90, but 100 is easier
to do the maths, and just add about 10% to the result)
then each degree of latitude is approximately 100km (ie,
10,000km divided by 100 degrees).

So, when we say Melbourne is at S 38 degrees, we
know it is a bit more than 4000km from the equator (ie,
38 times 100 plus 10% gives about 4000km).
If you set the units in your GPS or tomtom to be in
the ‘degrees decimal degrees’ format, ie, dd.ddddd, then
each decimal place is just a 10th of the previous one.
So the first decimal place equates to about 11km, the
second to 1.1km, the third to 110m. In paragliding, we
really only need to specify three decimal places, and that
will give us the location to within 100m.
Note: This applies only to latitude. When it comes to
longitude, it depends on how far from the equator you
are. For paragliding in Victoria, each degree of longitude
is about 80km. So the third decimal place is about
80m. As an example, if your pilot relays her lat/long as
S 38.347/E 145.874 and you are at S 38.397/E 145.670,
then you can estimate that:
➲➲ she is about 5.5km further north (because the
second decimal place of your latitude, 9, is greater
(further south) than the second decimal place of her
latitude, 4, and 9 – 4 = 5, plus 10% gives 5.5km.
➲➲ she is about 16km further east (because the first
digit of her longitude is 8, and yours is 6), and the
first digit equates to 8km, so 8 – 6 = 2 times 8km
gives 16km.
August | September 2012
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News

Jonny Durand and Dustin Martin break open distance world record in Zapata

Photo: Red Bull images [www.redbull.com.au]

HGFA Annual
General Meeting

15 September 2012 – 10am
VENUE: Mantra Hotel
Corner Melrose and Trade Park Drive,
Tullamarine VIC 3043.

Phone: 03 90936504

Women’s Paragliding Open – Change Of Venue:
Kobarid, Slovenia, 23 to 29 September 2012

On Tuesday 3 July 2012, Dustin Martin and Jonny Durand broke the open distance hang gliding world record,
flying circa 761km from Zapata in Texas.
Both pilots flew as part of the World Record Encampment, an annual meeting of record-hungry HG pilots
who take advantage of the long days and early starts that flying in central Texas offers.
According to their Spot pages, Dustin and Jonny both landed near Lubbock, with Dustin just pulling off
the slightly longer straight-line flight. The flights reportedly took 11 hours, at an average speed of 69km/h.
Both flights beat Manfred Ruhmer’s decade-long record. He flew 700.6km, also in Texas, in July 2001.
Manfred was quick to offer his congratulations, posting on his Facebook page on 4 July: “Congratulations
guys! Great job!”`
Courtesy [www.xcmag.com]

Last Chance To Win: ASI FlyNet Vario

Enter your Best Article, complete with photos or illustrations,
for publication in the upcoming issues of SkySailor and we will select
one outstanding contribution to receive a free ASI FlyNet vario [www.
asinstrument.ch], supplied courtesy of ASInstruments’ distributor, Jay Moulton.
Contributions for this competition will run for the August/September issue and
close by the October/November issue deadline of 1 September 2012, to be
announced in the October/November issue of Skysailor – in time for the summer season’s
flying. Check the ‘SkySailor-Magazine’ Facebook page for updates on the competition.

Despite lots of hard work by the local Italian organiser
and colleagues, the Women’s Open was not able to
secure the financial sponsorship needed to run the
competition in Italy. With the economic situation
as it is, it is now hard to find support from local
municipalities and companies. However, the Women’s
Open organisation team are committed to the event and
in order to have a successful competition the venue was
changed to Slovenia.
The Women’s Open will now be based near Kobarid,
a venue of many successful competitions, including
the British Open, the Serial Cup and many more. It is a
stunning area and will allow for a variety of tasks.
More information will be available on the competition
website [www.womenspgopen.org/] very soon.
Judith Mole, organiser

X-Alps, only CE certified gear can be used. Due to an
increase in communication demands, athletes also have
the option to have a second supporter.
The 2011 edition of the race was won by Christian
Maurer (SUI) for the second time after blitzing the field
with an incredible display of paragliding skill. He finished
in 11 days, four hours and 22 minutes, one of only two
athletes to complete the race. On average, over a third
are forced to pull out, making it one of the toughest
adventure races in the world.
Applications can be made via the official website,
[www.redbullxalps.com].
[www.redbullxalps.com]

Product News

How: With our VW van and trailer in tow, two
instructors will assist the flying team into new heights
Why: To fly new places, log airtime (we flew every
day last year), gain valuable instruction and have fun.
Who: A team of six pilots and two instructors/
drivers. (Note: we might add another vehicle/trailer/
instructor to allow for more pilots and a bigger party!)
We’ll go with the flow and try to arrange budget
accommodation as we follow the good weather. Last
year we averaged about $30/night for accommodation!
Interested in attending? Find more information
and links at [http://www.warrenwindsports.com.au/
events/2012-hinterlands-drifter-tour].
Curt Warren, Warren Windsports

well-thought-out line configuration using Aramid/Kevlar
lines in 11 different diameters. Each line is calculated
exactly to its demanded strength to use the maximum
potential of the wing, from 0.55mm on the wingtip to
1.7mm in the middle of the wing. Because of the two-line
system the total line length could be minimised to 211m
for Blacklight S and 267m for Blacklight L.
The Blacklight is equipped with the High Definition
Profile (HDP) where thin plastic rods on the topsail cover
from 45-80% of the profile depth. The optimum of
this technology was found in numerous test flights in
different prototype design steps.
The system corresponds perfectly with the High
Pressure Crossport Design (HPCD) using optimal
designed cross-ventilation openings in the ribs, giving
dynamic handling with high stability. Borrowed from the
Thriller, this technology is now used in serial gliders.
The Blacklight has 50 cells and an A/R of 5.8.
Another high performance feature is the use of NCV
fabric material. In the topsail type 40g is used in water
repellent quality and Skytex type 36 in the bottomsail.
The wing is certified in the wide U-Turn weight
range: 60-90kg Blacklight S, 75-100kg Blacklight SM,
85-110kg Blacklight M and 100-125kg Blacklight L.
U-Turn GmbH <info@u-turn.de>

New Sol Synergy 5
Blacklight

2012 Hinterlands Drifter Tour
It’s on again! An event created to deliver loads of fun,
instruction and airtime as we chase the good forecasts
along the eastern hinterlands (and inland) of NSW.
When: 1 to 5 October 2012
Where: Pick up at Gold Coast Airport (on the early
morning of 1/10/12) and travel south arriving late in
Sydney (5 October).

Red Bull X-Alps 2013 Open For Applications

Blacklight: High Technology For Safe Paragliding

To make high-tech developments from acro and
competition wings accessible for leisure pilots,
U-Turn introduces the new Blacklight. The latest by
chief designer Strobl is now available in four sizes,
all certified to EN/LTF-B. Performance combined with
certified safety.
Designer Strobl dislikes certification with so called
folding lines in the EN-B class because they fake a
non-existing safety level. The Blacklight has a very

The new Synergy Five incorporates 21 years of
development of materials, profiles, formulas, forms
and methods of construction. With the use of its new
software suite, internally called ‘Virtual Reality Centre
Sol’, designers are able to merge all practical and
theoretical knowledge to design, simulate virtually and
develop products in a reduced time. This new technology
has allowed the creation of a more compact, lighter
wing than its predecessor, achieving an 8-10% weight
reduction, and 15% less line consumption with a three
riser system. Built with cross-country and intermediate
pilots in mind, the LFT/EN-C glider offers speed and
agility without compromising stability.

The Red Bull X-Alps is back on! Applications for the
world’s toughest adventure race open 15 July. Aspiring
athletes have until 15 September 2012 to register on
[www.redbullxalps.com].
The race committee will select 30 athletes from
around the world based on flying ability, mountaineering
experience and mental strength needed to complete the
2013 race.
“There’s a lot of talent out there and only the best
will be selected. To be successful, you don’t just need to
be a gifted flyer, but also be an accomplished all-round
mountain athlete,” says race mastermind Hannes Arch.
The Red Bull X-Alps 2013 will be the sixth edition of
this spectacular event. Athletes must journey non-stop
almost 900km across the Alps, from Salzburg to Monaco
by foot or paraglider.
The format for the 10-year anniversary remains
the same and fans will be able to follow all the action
in real time with the fully interactive Live Tracking
map. However, there will be a few rule changes. The
mandatory rest period will be prolonged to six-and-ahalf hours from 22:30 to 05:00, while prototype flying
equipment will be forbidden. For the 2013 Red Bull
Photo: Courtesy Red Bull X-Alps
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News
Sol Synergy 5

The Synergy 5 is characterised by easy take-off,
climb performance, smooth handling even at full speed,
and easy landing. This was achieved by reducing the
real A/R without reducing the projected A/R. The glider
displays light reactions in extreme conditions and good
passive safety.
The wing comes with complimentary backpack,
internal protection bag, compression straps, riser bag,
wind sock, manual, basic maintenance kit, spread bar,
cap and measuring tape to check the distance between
carabiners.
All Sol gliders have three years or 300 hours of flight
warranty. The new Synergy 5 is in stock at Central Coast

Paragliding, based one hour drive north of
Sydney. For more information contact Paul at
Central Coast Paragliding on 0421 072897
or visit [www.ccparagliding.com.au].
Paul Cox [www.ccparagliding.com.au]

The central buckles are lightweight and automatic,
while classic buckles are used for the legs straps.
The Roamer has a zipped compartment designed to be
closed during flight which reduces the volume of the
empty rucksack. The total capacity of storage for the
harness is 75 litres. A special ski-carrying compartment
has been included and Velcro fixings to secure ski poles
whilst in the air.
The Roamer has been certified EN PH 017-2001 and
has a total weight of 1.6kg. It comes with automatic
30mm carabiners and is available in medium 150-175cm/
45-75kg and large 175-200cm/75-100kg. Available
from Central Coast Paragliding.

Conar Reserve Parachutes by Moyes

Recognised as one of the world’s finest
reserve parachutes, the Conar Metamorfosi
is now in production by Moyes.
Tested and deployed in free fall by
skydivers, the Conar is one of the safest
Conar
rescue parachutes ever built.
The quality of the Conar reserve has
been demonstrated by hundreds of openings and has an
unsurpassed range of features.
Made from premium quality, lightweight materials,
the Conar has a number of unique features which give
the parachute its performance advantages:
➲➲ Pulled down apex reduces sink rate
and opening time
➲➲ Reversed Apex cone increases stability
and further reduces sink rate, and opening
time, which can be critical at low altitudes
➲➲ Reduced weight facilitates the throwing action
and improves deployment at low airspeeds
➲➲ Free fall tested to 150m (over 180km/h)
➲➲ Currently available in two sizes
For further information go to [www.moyes.com.au],
call your local dealer or Moyes on 02 93164644.
Vicki Cain [www.moyes.com.au]

Niviuk Products

Niviuk Roamer – Ultra-light, Multi-purpose Harness
Light, compact and easily transformed into a large
capacity backpack, the Roamer is the must-have
lightweight harness for speed riding, speed flying or
mountain flying.
Designed with independent leg support for better
manoeuvrability, the Roamer easily adapts to your body
shape during each discipline.

New Niviuk NKare Folding Bag – Now Even Lighter
Niviuk gliders are designed and constructed using
the latest materials and technology. Performance
innovations such as the SLE (Structured Leading Edge)
and STE (Structured Trailing Edge) require a certain
amount of care to maintain the profile and integrity of
internal structures, especially when folding the glider.
To make this process easier, Niviuk introduced the NKare
folding bag.
The NKare is made from high quality coated RipStop nylon and features three internal straps and a
sleeved heavy duty zipper. To prevent humidity and
wing damaging condensation, the NKare has integral
air vents and non-closing ends. The closing direction of

the zipper is from the trailing edge to the leading edge,
allowing the remaining air to be expelled as the NKare
bag is closed.
Also featuring a small integrated riser protection
bag to safely secure both risers and prevent line and
riser entanglement, the NKare bag weighs less than
375g and fits all gliders sizes.
Available from Central Coast Paragliding.
Niviuk Transat for Tandem Pilots
The new Transat harness offers tandem pilots comfort,
mobility and security during take-off and landing
stages. It has a wide seat plate, allowing the passenger
to be easily and perfectly positioned between the pilot’s
legs, improving control of the wing and comfort during
flight. It is constructed with the most technologically
advanced materials to be comfortable, light and durable.
Features of the Transat include:
➲➲ Wide V-shape seat plate, ergonomically designed for
pilot ease and comfort

➲➲ Automatic buckles positioned in a V-formation for
better security
➲➲ Under-seat rescue compartment for easy and rapid
extraction if required, from either left or right side
➲➲ Large capacity, zipped pocket on each side
➲➲ Integral and unique retaining system to secure
photographic pole extensions allows ease of video
and photography in flight
➲➲ Back protection is certified 14cm Mini Mousse bag
The Transat is available in one size fits all, adjustable
to accommodate any pilot from 150-185cm. It includes
40mm automatic carabiners and comes in Niviuk’s
signatory black and green colour scheme. It is certified
EN-PH 017-2001 and weighs 3.5kg without rescue. For
more information on the Transat and all other Niviuk
products contact Paul at Central Coast Paragliding on
0421 072897 or visit [www.ccparagliding.com.au].
Paul Cox [www.ccparagliding.com.au]

First Solo: Ian Glover launching and Curt Warren
instructing. Bald Hill, Stanwell Park, NSW
Photo: Dee Kramer
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French Connection

A Good Day

Yesterday I travelled up to Entrevernes by bus and walked to avoid the madding
crowd on Forclaz.
The day turned into a very good one and I was able to get up and onto the
morning side of the Roc de Boeuf (never done that before) and escape for a cross
around the south of the valley all the way to Ugine – only 20km away, but I took
the long route and flew for three hours. Lots of soaring was required to get up
and the thermals were weak – I messed up getting on to the end of the Aravis as I
passed Marlens. After landing there was a bus home within half an hour, just time
for a coffee.
In front of me on launch, a Belgium pilot took his dog off with him, the dog ran
between his legs for a forward launch! I also had a dog running, while crossing an
alpine field at 5000ft which sloped 45 degrees, I disturbed a flock of goats – lots
of bells – and a great big Marrema (Italian sheep dog) proceeded to chase me across
the slope I was soaring. These dogs live out with the flock they are guarding and I
was glad I didn’t have to land to test how protective it really was!
Today it’s raining again, but getting hot again soon. Everyone seems to be here
this week: Garth from the Chinese comp, staying at Irwyn’s with his family, Phil Lyng
and Matt Hall arrived yesterday with Wally and a couple of other pilots from Oz. Dave
Bloom from Melbourne and his brother are here en-route while cycling to Oz – yes,
you read right!

I’m here in Annecy, trying to get used to a French keyboard again…
by John Chapman

Looking down the valley while flying to Ugine at the end

I

’ve already had a couple of good flights, but its very
stable and not very high after all the rain. Forclaz is
busy as usual and the Belgium Open is on here this
week – havn’t seen so many two-liners for a while! Just
after the rains, we could get some height and I managed
the Petite Tour around the lake – Mont Blanc was really
standing out.

One morning I was woken early to balloon burners,
it took the pilot nearly an hour to get over the road
into another paddock. Not much else was happening,
it’s a bit cloudy and I’m hoping for a little rain to clear
the inversion.…
Approach to Charvin and climbing above summit and clouds
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Events Calendar

French Connection

Canungra Hang Gliding Classic
22 to 29 September

Canungra, QLD. AAA rated. Contact Gabor Sipos & 0402
826969 or <g_ssipos@yahoo.com.au>.

2012
August

VHF Airband Radio Operators
Endorsement Course

11 August – 5 to 10pm

All My Favourite Places...

This week I had an interesting day. It started with
hitching up to Forclaz and only getting most of the way,
but the last lift directed me up a footpath in the valley
and I spent about an hour walking through forest, past
streams, up a beautiful path (with my pack) to get up to
the Col. There I stopped at a little Creperie where I’d been
talking to the couple running it and they had invited me
to have lunch with them. I usually get up there early,
since I’m hitching, and usually have lots of time to sit and
drink coffee and read the paper – Forclaz never comes
on before 1pm, because it’s on the afternoon side of
the valley. So we sat down for lunch with a little raclette
stove on the table, everyone got a little triangular hot
plate with a handle to put their cheese on and under the
grill, and when it melts you pour the cheese onto sliced
ham and eat it with baked potatoes – delicious!
In the end, I didn’t launch until 2:30, but it turned
on with 2500m to base over the big rocks. Getting
through the low inversion took some effort of soaring
next to the sunny rocks, but once up it was on! I got
over Tournette behind launch and saw the back of the
Dents towards Annecy then went behind Tournette
and en-route to the Aravis and Mt Charvin – a big valley
crossing with a top up on Sulens on the way.

This course will teach (and endorse) any Australian hang
gliding and paragliding pilot how to communicate effectively on
VHF Airband frequencies. More info [www.warrenwindsports.
com.au/events] or & 0434 222111.

2nd Biennial NORRA-AUS Fly-In Monto
29 September to 1 October

Recreational Aviation Australia Inc. is extending an invitation
to attend the 2012 RA-Aus in conjunction with the
surrounding community. Burnett Regional Council and clubs
will host a three-day event over the new Queen’s Birthday
long weekend. The outstanding success of NORRA-Aus 2010
fly-in attracted approximately 10,000 visitors to the area
plus 400 to 500 aircraft. As the region is surrounded by
cattle, agriculture, citrus fruit, mining and tourism industries,
this pleasing result has offered an opportunity to complement
the fly-in with a leisure/agriculture/historical attachment.
Visitors mostly travelled by road to the event making it a
popular camping weekend as town accommodation is limited.
RAA has a limited number of sites available free of charge

20 to 27 October 2012
Canungra, QLD. AAA rated Cat 2 event. Contact Dave Gibbs
<davegibbsuphi@yahoo.com.au>.

September

Aerotowing ATC

31 October to 2 November

Ground Towing Clinic for Hang Gliders
12 to 14 September

Aerotow Advanced Training Clinic for HG pilots. More info
[www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events] or & 0434 222111.

ATC (Advanced Training Clinic): Ground towing hang gliders,
along with landing help. More info [www.warrenwindsports.
com.au/events] or & 0434 222111.

November
Gulgong Classic

The Pico Club Fly-in

25 November to 1 December

13 to 16 September

Online registration and payment is available on the website
now [www.gulgongclassic.com]. Organiser contact details:
Bill Olive <fly@gulgongclassic.com> or & 0412 423133.

The Pico Annual PPG event is the biggest PPG fly-in in Australia.
It has been running for 14 years and attracts pilots from all
over Australia. Go to [www.thepico.com.au/upcoming.html]
for more information.

19th FAI World Hang Gliding
Class 1 Championship

7 to 17 January

Forbes, NSW. Registration open since 1 April 2012.
Registration and Opening Ceremony: Saturday 5 January
2013. Full practice day: Sunday 6 January. 1st competition
day: Monday 7 January. Last competition day: Thursday
17 January. Closing Ceremony: Friday 18 January. There will
be practice flying from the 1 January to 5 January at a
cost of A$25 per tow. Organiser: Vicki Cain. Contact: [www.
forbesflatlands.com].
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The back of the Dents towards Annecy
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A hang gliding event created to deliver loads of fun,
instruction and airtime as we chase the good forecasts along
the eastern hinterlands (and inland) of NSW. More info [www.
warrenwindsports.com.au/events] or & 0434 222111.

Canungra Cup

January

Across Faverge

1 to 5 October

Theory and practical instruction/testing, camping, transport
and retrieve driver. More info [www.warrenwindsports.com.
au/events] or & 0434 222111.

Safety tips and considerations, practice/simulated
deployment, packing demonstration, installation tips,
additional pro-tips supplied by High Energy Sports (USA) and
other manufacturers. More info [www.warrenwindsports.
com.au/events] or & 0434 222111.

next to the cycling path after nearly three hours in the
air and had a 30-minute walk back to my tent.
Today is a cycling day, but tomorrow may be another
day to hike up to Entreverne, since they’re predicting
storms later in the day. After Monday, I will be joined
by Anne and Tim and become a ‘normal’ tourist for
two weeks.

2012 Hinterlands Drifter Tour

12 to 13 October

14 August – 6 to 9:30pm

Charvin was spectacular, with low cloud forming on
the lee, but over 500m more height in the sun.
The wind was from the north, so I headed across
the Ugine valley to Dent de Cons, then tried to get home
against the valley wind.
It was a bit rough on the cliffs behind Faverge, and
when I reached Vesonne, I just couldn’t get over the last
little hill, too rough and too much valley wind. I landed

October

Advanced HG Rating Course

Hang Gliding Parachute Safety Night

The Roc looking south into the Bauge region

(Sites 19 to 26, marked red on the site plan). Don’t miss out
on the opportunity to be a part of this fabulous weekend. We
are working very hard to make this event a little different to
what you have seen in the past, there will be many sites with
some new and exciting inclusions and plenty of space for
everyone. We look forward to hearing from you in the near
future; please do not hesitate to ask questions. Expressions
of interest should be returned by email <admin@raa.asn.au>,
post to PO Box 1265, 3/1 Pirie Street, Fyshwick ACT 2609, fax
02 62804775 or & 02 62804700 by 9 July 2012 – so you
don’t miss out on this opportunity.

Bright Paragliding Open
12 to 18 January

Corryong Paragliding Open
20 to 26 January

Corryong, VIC. HGFA AAA, FAI Cat 2. Organiser: Andrew
Horchner & 0427 807526, email <clearapm@gmail.com>
[www.corryongopen.com.au].

February
PG NZ Nationals – Wanaka 2013
1 to 10 February

Online registration and competition information available
soon. Organiser Derek Divers <d.divers@xtra.co.nz>.

International events can be
found at [http://events.fai.org/]

Bright, VIC. HGFA AAA, FAI Cat 2. Organiser: Brian Webb &
0417 530972, email <brianmwebb@alpineinfotech.com.au>,
[www.brightopen.org].
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Winning The Nova Ion 2-Hundred Challenge
“I was rather excited by the flight ahead
of me. For one I didn’t know the area at all
and it was my first flight with the Ion 2.”

by Till Gottbrath and Werner Luidolt

O

n 10 May 2012,
Nova team pilot
Werner Luidolt
completed a 223.9km
FAI triangle on his
Ion 2. He started at
Grente (South Tyrol)
and flew an average
speed of 24.13km/h.
Werner’s flight was
the longest FAI triangle
ever completed with a
paraglider suitable for
Werner Luidolt
instruction.
With this flight, the
Austrian won the first part of the ‘Ion 2-Hundred Challenge’. The first +200km FAI
triangle receives €2000 from Nova – Werner’s reward. There is still more to win: the
pilot with the highest score for the season will receive the scoring points times 10
in Euros.
After his epic flight Werner reported his personal impressions and experiences.
His comments turned out to be positive for us! This is his story:
“I was rather excited by the flight ahead of me. For one I didn’t know the area at
all and it was my first flight with the Ion 2. On the other hand German weather guru
Stefan Hörmann suspected we were going to face epic conditions on the day. It was
no surprise to find a group of experienced XC-pilots at Grente launch…”

1st Leg: North-east to Matrei

I was not the earliest to take-off and hit the first thermal of day. There was already a
nice cloud street on the leg to Matrei, so I pushed the speedbar and started to chase
the pack. The Ion 2 surprised me: I not only caught up, I even left the EN-C wings
behind after choosing the right line at cloudbase and in between.

2nd Leg: West to Ridnaun Valley

From now we all had headwind. I flew with speedbar on about 50% and found the
L/D very good. Actually, I was able to keep up with the Mentor 2 pilots. I also flew
at full speed and was excited about the rock-solid leading edge. I arrived at Bruneck
together with Oliver Teubert on his Cayenne 4 and Hannes Kronberger on a Mentor
2. Without difficulty, I kept up with both of them and later found myself first to
traverse to Ridnaun valley. Unfortunately, I had never flown there before and wasn’t
aware you could get in at lower altitude. Hence, I headed for the safer but slower
path to the north. EN-C pilots definitely have more workload while flying in strong
thermals. Instead I was able to focus on the best lift under a cloud and beam myself
up without any incidents. The Ion 2 climbed outstandingly, whether in narrow or
wide turns (my size S wing loading is approximately 102kg, which worked very well).

3rd Leg: Into the Dolomites with a Tailwind
Not knowing the notorious Lüsner Alm, I deliberately reduced my pace. I couldn’t
judge the traverse for lack of experience and everyone had advised me to be cautious
beforehand. This time, experienced Oliver Teubert flew ahead and I hoped he would
show me the right entry to the thermal. I arrived slightly lower at a convenient
altitude. The wind was blowing strangely, from different directions at the same time.
The Ion 2 remained rock-solid above me, enabling me to climb quickly.
The Dolomites turned out to be a bit tricky: overcast sky with some cirrus clouds
and no cloudbase of 4000m. Therefore I switched to more defensive flying – it was
my priority to make 200km. Besides, €2000 for the first FAI triangle on an Ion 2 are
not to be sneezed at! Finally, everything worked out. I not only completed the 200km,
I achieved 223.9km!

What is the Ultimate Potential of the Ion 2?

The day itself was excellent, nevertheless, I could have flown further. Taking off 20
minutes earlier and an extra hour of airtime in the evening were possible. Conditions
in the Dolomites left a lot to be desired, base was low. On a perfect day without a lot
of wind 260km would be achievable. Considering this wing is suitable for instruction,
it has definitely got huge potential.
Interferences during the my flight were minor: one mini front collapse at full
speed and one 20% asymmetric collapse at Lüsner Alm.
In conclusion, I agree with Nova’s description of the Ion 2 as ‘perfect for a major
part of the paragliding community’ – you don’t really need ‘more’, at least I don’t. I’ve
decided to use the Ion 2 for XC flying this season. Since I’ve quit competition flying,
it is important to me to fly in a relaxed style. I don’t feel skilled enough to fulfill the
potential of a performance wing. Other more experienced pilots might, but not me.
This kind of paragliding doesn’t just offer more safety, it provides more fun.

What don’t I like about the Ion 2?

As a professional designer, I always consider aesthetics. The Factor 2 and other high
aspect wings are a feast for the eyes and more impressive than a plump Ion 2. Maybe
Nova could improve on the look?
In hindsight, I made use of several unexpected opportunities on the day – the
lend of the Ion 2 and the first collective flight with some good paragliding buddies.
This day turned out to be a windfall in more ways than one!

More Ion 2-hundred flights at [www.nova-wings.com/]

Photos: Courtesy Nova
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At age 15, Taylor Kemmery is currently the youngest
member of the HGFA and a third generation hang glider
pilot. Taylor is undertaking his training course with Ken
Hill from South East Queensland Hang Gliding service,
who also taught his dad (Haydn) about 17 years ago.
Taylor is following the family tradition of undertaking
free-flight. Taylor’s grandfather, Frank, used to fly for a
hang glider manufacturer called ‘WASPAIR’ and was one

of the first British Hang Gliding Federation members
with a glider in the early 70’s (back when people use
to join the federation for the status, but didn’t actually
own a glider).
Armed with his new Moyes Malibu 166 (left), Taylor
is looking forward to progressing his skill sets and
taking to the air.
Haydn Kemmery

A few weeks ago, I thought about taking the Mylar out of
the leading edge to iron it flat again, as I had done twice
previously. While at Flinders monument, waiting for
the wind to improve, I suddenly remembered someone
telling me that instead you could just reverse the left
hand Mylar insert for the right one, which I proceeded to
do – with a lot of jiggling and help from passers-by. The
mylar then curved outward before setting up the glider.
Anyway, soon after the wind improved and I took
off fine and proceeded to pull on the VG as normal to
almost full. The glider was suddenly a brute to turn – as
opposed to before the Mylar switch. So I backed off
the VG to about a third with immediate results. After
another 30 or 40 minutes I tried three quarters of VG
and the handling was almost normal. I continued flying
until the sun lowered, then set up my landing on a wide
beach in light air. During a previous flight at Bells Beach
I had sprained my right wrist which was improving only
slowly… so, as I come in quite fast and do a big flare, to
my surprise the glider comes to a complete stop without
requiring a single step. This seemed like a complete
change from previous landing characteristics and a relief
for my sore wrist!
Not long after, I was flying late at Thistle Hill
(Broughton) and after a short encounter with a surprised
eagle, I meander to the landing zone with about 1kt over

I

t has been an interesting nine months for
the new HGFA Management Committee.
Since being elected, we have seen a
change of Operations Manager, changes to
office staff, legal proceedings, interventions
from CASA, several tribunals, an Operations
Manual (OM) submission, new technology,
an audit by CASA, proposed changes to the
constitution and a light at the end of the
tunnel for wheeled-based operations.

Operations Manual Update

ground. Coming in as usual, quite fast for my glider, a
big flare and up she goes, the left wing rotates a little,
followed by a firm stop – again!
I am pleased with the change the switch has made
and now look after my Mylar carefully during tying down
and car travel, to keep the shape and continue to benefit
from this new-found landing ease.
Many happy landings,
Paul Tanner

We saw several sections of the OM submission returned by CASA with rudimentary
requests. As a legal document, it must
adhere to protocols and legal statutory
formats. Everything has to be crossreferenced by numerical indexing – if any
single reference is incorrect, CASA and
the HGFA can be held accountable. Seems
boring? Pedantic? Well, think of Sun
Nickerson, who has been going over every
word, sentence and paragraph – to have
these sections returned with only minor
formatting requests and to change some
dot points to referenced numbers was a
major achievement. Thanks to Sun and other
committee members who put many hours
of work into the OM, especially considering
that the last two submissions were rejected.
These reviews can be rectified reasonably
quickly and returned to CASA for approval.
This still leaves some OM sections
pending CASA review, and until these are returned and
queries addressed, we are operating under the current
OM. We won’t be releasing the returned OM sections
yet, so please do not ask. Until it is fully approved and
signed off by CASA, the new OM is not a legal document.
Putting drafts into circulation only confuses and
causes misinterpretations. We are hoping to present
a completed and ratified OM to the AGM in September,
however, this remains in CASA’s hands as to how much
needs to be reviewed on the yet to be returned sections.

Historic SkySailor Magazine Collection

Annual General Meeting & Office Changes

Lake George, ACT
Photo: Barry Oliver

Mylar Moments

From The President

Letters

Taylor – Our Youngest ‘Current’ HGFA Member

My father, Rod Stevens, was an avid hang glider and
one of the first to fly at Bald Hill in Stanwell Park, NSW,
where he lived from the mid-70s until his death a few
years ago. He last flew about nine months before his
death in early 2009. Dad was a long term member of
the HGFA and was stongly involved in the local scene. He
was also one of the organisers of the Lawrence Hargrave
International in the early 1980s.
We have recently cleaned out the family home and
found a collection of items we thought may be of
interest to the federation and/or its members, including
a near complete set of Skysailor magazines dating from
Vol. 4 in 1974 to Mid-2009. It would be nice to find a
loving home for these!
If anyone is interested in any items, please contact
me directly via <misst_800@hotmail.com>.
Toni Stevens

The AGM will be held in September, details in SkySailor
and Airwaves. This is a timely reminder to States and
Regions Committees to prepare their annual reports.
A condition of affiliation is to submit an annual report
at the AGM. Please place this on the agendas for any
future State or Regional Association meeting. Reports
need to be emailed to either John Twomey or myself.
Any proposed amendments to the constitution will
need to be forwarded to the HGFA Management
Committee via <manager.operations@hgfa.asn.au>.
A current proposal exists to change the composition
of the HGFA Committee of Management to include
regionally elected representation to reflect a true
federation model. Another is to incorporate electronic
election processes rather than solely postal ballots.
All proposals need to be submitted within the
constitutional time frame so they can be incorporated
into the ballot process.

Legal Challenge & Suspensions

Currently, the HGFA is defending legal proceedings.
While we cannot discuss the specifics of the case, we
can give an explanation to the membership regarding
the decision to defend rather than seek settlement.
While it may be more expensive to vigorously defend a
legal action, it is morally the right thing to do, especially
since the constitution and operational procedures would
be placed at risk otherwise. Our operating authority
has to consider members’ safety first and foremost.
To capitulate on financial grounds and, in the process,
compromise the safety of members or undermine the
sovereignty of the HGFA’s capacity to administer hang
gliding in Australia was a not an option.
A number of airspace infringements have brought
suspensions to several members recently. The members
pled guilty to the incursions, as track logs demonstrated
undeniable breaches. While it seems harsh to suspend
pilots for what would seem a minor issue, it is preferable
to CASA prosecuting a pilot with a significant fine and a
jail term.
In the past, some major incursions created a threat
to our operations. Not so many years ago, commercial
aircraft had to be diverted from a major city airport
because a HGFA pilot drifted into the approach for a
considerable length of time. This prompted Qantas to
lodge complaint with CASA. VHF, major fines and a very
tight instruments application process are the result.
If pilots used their instruments and plan their flights,
these incursions should not happen. Good planning and
adherence could save you a three-month suspension.

Wheeled-based Operations

We recently received back the risk management
submission from CASA. Apparently, we were wide of

Taylor setting up his new Moyes Malibu 166
Photos: Haydn Kemmery
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A change to office staff has evolved tighter working
relationships and a greater delineation of roles and
responsibilities. A new Administrative Manager position
is proposed to create increasing responsibility and
provide greater authority. Trene Randal has stepped
up to take on this task and has thrown herself into it
to see it succeed. This position releases the Operations
Manager from office tasks to allow him to concentrate
on operational issues. It also gives the Administrative
Manager the ability to make the office more responsive
and reduce turnaround time for processing. Something
Trene has already achieved. This arrangement is being
trialled for a few months to allow duties and role
responsibilities to be tested and adjusted. Once these
are consolidated, the Operations Manager’s position
will be advertised. The committee decided to take this
action to determine the position to enable for a best-fit
to the new role. We have been very fortunate to have
John Twomey being able to step into the role to test
the duties and define responsibilities. John has been
working closely with CASA and benefits have already
come out of this good working relationship.
The HGFA is establishing a new database system. We
are working hard to get online membership renewals,
applications and data download availability up to current
technology protocols. This should further decrease the
turnaround time and provide instructors, clubs and SSOs
with up-to-date information to profile students and
pilots for endorsements.
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the mark due to a gap between our interpretation and
CASA’s requirements. A fair bit of work is required to
bring this in line. The new information is forwarded to
the PPG sub-committee for review and re-submission.
An excerpt from CASA’s reply:
“The provided risk document for the assessment
of wheeled-based operations for the 40 or so disaffected members only partially covers the operations
of these members for the short term approval. It does
not specify with any detail the risk to passengers, the
risk of pilots operating outside of the club structure,
which is entirely possible given the autonomy of the
operation and does not cover any risk associated with
the operation from an airfield (and the corresponding
interaction with other airspace users), as these
aircraft will not be able to utilise certain traditional
launch sites that were foot launched.
Further to this, CASA requires a signed declaration
from the HGFA responsible officer to support the
risk analysis, clarifying that no high risk or safety
concern exists in the short term operations of these
disaffected pilots until they can be sufficiently
checked under the training regime yet to be approved
through the HGFA Operations Manual.”
CASA have provided further information and
suggestions as to how we can rectify this. To some
members, CASA may seem very picky about their
requests, however, their role is to regulate the safety of
aviation activities. Our role is to administer our sport and
make requests and recommendations to CASA to assist
in that administration. Having CASA willingly provide
us with support, information and advice is a far better
position than having CASA reviewing our operations
with a critical eye and a lack of confidence in our ability.
Greg Lowry, HGFA President

Notice of HGFA
Annual General
Meeting
DATE & TIME:
15 September 2012
10am
VENUE:
Mantra Hotel Corner
Melrose & Trade Park Dr,
Tullamarine VIC 3043

Phone: 03 90936504
SKYSAILOR
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All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to
be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the
future if confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where
no current forms or confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken
as having expired.

HGFA

All correspondence,
including changes of
address, membership
renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177,
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
John Twomey & 0417 644633

<manager.operations@hgfa.asn.au>.
➲➲ For information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Greg Lowry <president@hgfa.asn.au>
<greg.lowry@hgfa.asn.au> & 0400 759105.
V-Pres: Brian Webb <vicepresident@hgfa.
asn.au> <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au> & 0417
530972.

Regions & Special
Interest Groups
ACT HG & PG Association

LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200;
[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Andrew
Luton <andrewluton@hotmail.
com> 0404 254922; V-Pres: Nic
Welbourn <nic@corinbank.com> 0422 783
763; Trs: Alun Mills <almills@iinet.net.au>;
Sec: Stuart McElroy <stu_mack@yahoo.com>
0428 188625; Committee: Kari Roberson
<kari.roberson@customs.gov.au> 0402 460
659, John Waghorn <jonowaghorn@hotmail.
com> 0417 728495; Meetings: 1st Tue/month
7.30pm Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930
142 <ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Grant Bond 0432 963595 <grantbond006@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec: Peter Kovesi 0432 629
315 <pk@peterkovesi.com>; Trs: Greg Lowry
0400 759105 <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; Club
Reps: Simon Shuttleworth (Albany), Mark Wild
(Sky Pirates), Mike Duffy (Western Soarers),
Rick Williams (Hill Flyers), Mark Stokoe (Dust
Devils); Non-Club Rep: Chris Bennet.

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755,
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Bruce Wynne
<president@nswhpa.org>; V-Pres/PO: Nir
Eshed <Vice-President@nswhpa.org>; Sec: Paul
Cox <Secretary@nswhpa.org>; Trs: Graeme
Cran <treasurer@nswhpa.org>; Committee:
Brett Coupland, Tony Dennis, Ray Firth, Chris
Clements, Ralf Gittfried, Michael Roelens.

North Queensland State Association

Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Brett Coupland <brett.coupland@hgfa.asn.au>.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

Sec: Sun Nickerson <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au> & 0466 399850.
Trs: John Twomey <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>
<john.twomey@hgfa.asn.au> & 0419 357195.

Lee Scott <lee.scott@hgfa.asn.au>.
Matthew Fox <matthew.fox@hgfa.asn.au>.
Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>
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PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>.

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association

PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA, <sahga.
exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Stuart McClure
0428 100796; Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward
0408 808436.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association

[www.thpa.org.au]. Pres: Keith Wales 0407
516845, <giligan42@hotmail.co.uk>; V-Pres:
Anton Rosenzweig 0400 268667, <anton.
rosenzweig@gmail.com>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane
0418 146137, <robsteane@netspace.net.
au>. Northern TAS info: Dave Luttrell (Burnie
PG) 0447 911561, <northern@thpa.net>.

Victorian HG & PG Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob van der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.au>; Sec: Stephen
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.au>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <safetyofficer@vhpa.org.au;
Site Dev. Officer: Mark Pike 0408 801356
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Brian Webb 0417 530972 <brianmwebb@
alpineinfotech.com.au>; Jan Bennewitz (Web
master) 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Anthony Meechan 0407 163796
<meeks65@yahoo.com.au>; Nigel Streeter
<nstreeter@bigpond.com>.

The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Rick Clarke 0409
955089 <rclarke@gotalk.net.au>; V-Pres:
Jack Farrell; Sec: Jos Weemaes 0488
693788 <jweemaes@bordernet.com.au>;
Trs: Andrew McCarthy; PO: Jeff Hoffmann;
SO: Mike Forwood; Web: Andrew Shipley
<andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Clubs

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

States

Contacts

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Kacper
Jankowski <KJankowski@ccia.
unsw.edu.au>; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
0421 376680 <forbesy@virgin
broadband.com.au>; Sec: Alexander
Drew 0423 696677 <revant01@yahoo.com.
au>; Trs: Allan Bush (HG SSO) <bethandallan@
bigpond.com>, 0407 814524; Comps: Mark
Stewart (PG SO) <artik_mark@yahoo.com.
au>, 0421 596345, Comp: 2nd & last Sunday
of each month. Meetings: Contact committee.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Rod Burke
0401 923923 <president@centralcoast
skysurfers.com>; V-Pres: Frank Warwick 0409
468337; Sec: Geoff Bednal <secretary@central
coastskysurfers.com>; Trs: Richard Waterfield 0414 652323 <treasurer@centralcoast
skysurfers.com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418
116681 <media@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, John Harriott 0412 442705 <nationalparks-liaison@centralcoastskysurfers.com>.
Meetings: 1st Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina
Leagues Club, Ilya Ave, Erina.

Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club

6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746,
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael Porter
0415 920444; SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
primus.com.au>; V-Pres: Bob Lane 0422 744
285 <bob.lane55@hotmail.com>; Sec: Albert
Hart 0421 647013 <albert.hart@bigpond.
com>; Trs: Joshua Ludwick; SSO: James
Thompson 0418 686199 <jamesfly@gmail.
com>. Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7pm,
Hexham Bowling Club.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO:
Tim Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.
com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <Michael.Porter@ap.
jll.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Pres: Russell Harvey 0412 928598 <russell
harvey@optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Ebberhard Muller 0418 963526 <eddymuller11@
yahoo.com>; Sec: Darryl Gledden 0408
281454 <dgledden@bigpond.net.au>; Trs:
Murray Payne 0417 179742 <vpayne3@
bigpond.com>.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness
02 67856545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>,
V-Pres/Sec/Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735
<bobskisan@gmail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell
0434 895185 (HG), Willi Ewig 02 67697771
<skyranch@gmx.net> (WM), SO: Gaynor
Shoeman (PG).

Mid North Coast HG & PG Club

67 The Parade, North Haven NSW 2443,
<mncflyers@hotmail.com>. Pres: Derek
Lotter 0410 640519, Sec/Trs: Liz Moore 0409
360062. V-Pres: Lincoln Streatfield 0416 174
527, SSO: Chris Rogers 0407 918099. Site
info: Derek Lotter 0410 640519 or Chris
Rogers 0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280;
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dawson Brown 0429
675475 <president@nhgc.asn.au>; V-Pres:
Gary Herman 0401 772289 <vicepresident@
nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: James Pallas <secretary@
nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070
<treasurer@nhgc.asn.au>; SOs: Coastal – Tony
Barton 0412 607815, Inland – Scott Barrett
0425 847208, John O’Donohue 02 49549084,
PG – James Thompson 02 49468680; News
letter: David Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@
nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month
7:30pm South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St,
Merewether.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Andrew Polidano 0442
8666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>; V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com.au>; Sec: John Tyler 0431
441446 <jhontyler@hotmail.com>; Trs:
James McEwan 0437 368999 < nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; PR: Cedar Anderson 0429 070380
<cedaranderson@gmail.com>; Sites: Peter
Wagner 0431 120942, Col Rushton 0428
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751379 <colin.rushton@bigpond.com>; SSO
(PG): Lindsay Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsay
wootten@bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew
Polidano 0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.
com>. Meetings: 2nd Fri/month, 7pm, Tyagarah
airstrip, south hangar.

NSW Sky Hawks

<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Executive: Greg
Hollands 07 32534239 (w), 07 38448566
(h); Socials: Wayne Jater 0438 818707; SSO
PG: Phil Hystek 0418 155317, 07 55434000
(h), Brandon O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

92 Stanley St, Rockhampton QLD. Pres/Sec:
Shayne Towers-Hammond <shayne.16@hot
mail.com> 0434 544148; V-Pres: Jonathan
Glass <sansabina@gmail.com> 0408 186
716; Trs: Fraser Strain <fdstrain@bigpond.
net.au> 0439 696699; SSO: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres/
Trs: Peter Ffrench 0403 076149 <president
@flystanwell.com> <treasurer@flystanwell.
com>; Sec: Phillipe Gray Doyle 0414 919657
<secretary@flystanwell.com>; Committee:
Fred Smeaton 0402 808031 <skypilot105@
gmail.com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083,
<SSO@flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au], <shgc
@live.com.au>. Pres: Lynette Black <lynette
black@hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Vicki Cain
<moyes@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne
<bwynne@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: John Selby
<johnselby@idx.com.au>; SSO: Doug Sole; SO:
Ken Stothard. Meetings: Juniors@the Junction,
Anzac Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Brett Coupland 0409
162616, <brett@ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres:
David Holmes 0417 322658 <ny_studios@
hotmail.com>; Sec: Kirsten Seeto <kirsten.
flys@gmail.com>; Trs: Nico Hundling 0488
096418 <nicohundling@gmail.com>; Committee: Trevor Morrow 0414 997857 <trevorm
@australismusic.com.au>, Rohan Taylor 0425
268080 <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>, Sherree
Adams, Hume Winzar 0408 190321 <winzar
@gmail.com>, Georges Magnan 0412 062
602 <georges.magnan@molnlycke.com>;
SSO: Sandy Thomson 0419 250220 <sandy
thomson1@bigpond.com>. Meeting: Harbord
Bowling Club, Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm
1st Tue/month (except January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254,
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Bob Hayes 0438 710
882; V-Pres: Brett Collier 0431 151150; Sec:
Tracey Hayes 0418 963796; Trs: Daniel Keech
0427 888893; Committee: Brod Osborne, Joe
Reese & Uwe Peter.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au].Pres:DaveStaver0409435953<president
@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason Turner 0432
105906 <vicepresident@chgc.asn.au>; Sec:
Mark Kropp 0416 181915 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Hana Krajcova 0424 257381
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’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699, <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237, <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865,
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Denis Davis
0428 130375; V-Pres: Paul Underwood 0407 177
793; Sec: Andrew Dobinson <andrewdobinson
@gmail.com>; Trs: Steve Stocker 0411 226733.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

17 Mizzen St, Manly West QLD 4179. Pres:
Daron Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@aclad.
com.au>; Sec/Trs: Annie Crerar 0418 711821,
<annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; SSO: Jason Reid
0424 293922, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>.

Fly Killarney Inc.

Pres/SSO: Lindsay Wootten 0427 210993,
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>; V-Pres:
Dave Gibbs 0429 775554, <davegibbsuphi@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec: Paul McCullough
<plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Sonya Fardell,
0415 156256, <s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey
Cole 0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; V-Pres
& SSO (HG): David Cookman 0427 498753;
V-Pres (PG): Tex Beck 0407 238017; Trs:
Gary Allen 0417 756878; Sec: Janine Krauchi
<jkrauchi@rainbowshores.com.au>; (HG):
David Cookman 0427 498573, 07 54498573;
SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille 0418 754157,
07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

Pres: Peter Schwenderling 0427 461347
<swendo1@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Justin
Grobler 0421 887943 <justingro@bigpond.
com>, Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256,
<s.fardell@uq.edu.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 098354, <redcentre
paragliding@yahoo.com>, contact for paramotoring, PG ridge soaring & thermal flying.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205 [www.
melbourne.vhpa.org.au]. Pres: Glenn Bachelor
0419 324730, <Hangliding@netspace.
net.au>; Sec: Peter Cass 0422 246326,
<P_J_Cass@yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Noel Bear
0425 801813, <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>;
SSO: Peter Holloway 0408 526805, <info@
freedomairsports.com.au>, Committee:
Jozsef Patyi, Merv Dannefaerd & David Moore.
Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686
Burwood Road, Hawthorn East VIC 3123.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@gmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Trs: Barb Scott
0408 844224; Committee: Barb Scott 0408
844224, Bill Brooks 0409 411791, Alex
Morgan 0400 232767; SSO: Karl Texler 0428
385144; Meetings: [www.nevhgc.net/].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org]. Pres: Phil Lyng
<pres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; V-Pres:
Ron Campbell <vp@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; Trs: Julie Sheard <tres@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au> 0425 717944; Sec: Phil
Lyng <sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0421
135894; M’ship: Ron Campbell <mem@sky
highparagliding.org.au> 0438 749685; Nov
Rep: Steve McCulloch <nov@skyhighpara
gliding.org.au> 0409 743190; Web: Frank
Adler <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.au>
0408 264615; Safety: Alister Johnson <so@
skyhighparagliding.org.au> 0418 323692;
Committee: Dario Marini. Meetings: 1st Wed/
month 7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson
St, Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]. Pres:
Ken Jelleff <president@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>; V-Pres: Gary Wheeler <jilgar@
netspace.net.au>; Sec: Kel Glare <secretary@
southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs: Dean
Marriott <treasurer@southernmicrolightclub.
com.au>; Editor: Kel Glare <secretary@south
ernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Web: Steve Bell
<webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

Southern Microlight Club of Victoria

Pres: Ken Jelleff <kenJ@jelfor.com.au>;
V-Pres: Gary Wheeler <jilgar@netspace.net.
au>; Sec/Ed: Chris Bullen; Trs: Dean Marriott
<dean@ultimate.net.au>; Web: Steve Bell
<sbell@ampfp.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0438 428569,
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Greg
Beglehole 0419 889153, <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Anthony Meechan
0407 163796 <meeks65@yahoo.com.
au>; Trs: Richard Carstairs 0409 066860,
<rcarstairs@optushome.com.au>; SSO:
Rohan Holtkamp 0408 678734 <rohan@
dynamicflight.com.au>. Meetings: Last Sat/
month, The Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia
Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Colin Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@
bigpond.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407 003
059 <tromes@bigpond.com>; Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>;
Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428 935462
<shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod Merigan
0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.au>,
Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <clive@iinet.net.
au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; SOs: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Kalgoorlie:
Pres: Toby Houldsworth <drogue@bigpond.
com>, 0428 739956; Trs/SSO: Murray Wood
<muzel71@bigpond.net.au>, 08 90215771;
Sec/SO: Richard Breyley <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>, 0417 986896. Perth: SSO:
Mark Stokoe <Mark.Stokoe@health.wa.gov.
au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Stephen Galvin 0419 936400
<galvy1@iinet.net.au>; Sec: Steve Mathews
<steveppg@gmail.com>.

Western Microlight Club Inc.

Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres:
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408
949004.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason Kath
<jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril Eliopulos
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs: Greg Lowry <g.
lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs: Shaun Wallace,
Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull, Rick Williams,
Michael Duffy. Meetings: See [http://au.
groups.yahoo.com/group/western_soarers/].
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HIGH ADVENTURE

Australia Wide Services

Paragliding

Certified Paraglider
Repairer
Testing & Repairs
➲➲ Comprehensive testing
and repairs to
all paragliders
➲➲ Fully equipped service
and repair agents for:
Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient,
Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky,
Skywalk, Swing, UP
➲➲ Full written report
➲➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲ Parachute repacking
➲➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, New
Zealand and Asia
➲➲ Prompt turnaround

Specialising in:

Paragliding and Paramotoring

Rainbow Paragliding•APCO Australia

`` Try our two-day FREE introductory
courses, tell your friends!

Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

`` Paraglider pilot to Paramotor
pilot conversions
`` Our office and pilot accommodation at
North Haven Beach from $25 per night

[www.apcoaviation.com]
APCO Vista Sport: voted
EN B glider of the year for 2012

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, our CFI
Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding Champion)
has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & instructing
for over 10 years.

Courses

➲➲ Introductory & HGFA licence course
➲➲ Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
➲➲ SIV courses
➲➲ Tow courses
➲➲ XC tandem flights
➲➲ Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

`` Mountain bikes and surfboards supplied
Learn in a holiday atmosphere!
Only three hours north of Sydney!

➲➲ Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rain
bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
➲➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
➲➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
➲➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

Australia’s biggest distributor
of Paragliding and Paramotoring products,
all online at the best prices. See our
website for more details

(0429) 844 961

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

Professional Paragliding

➲➲ Tandem Introductory Flights
➲➲ Paragliding Courses and Certifications
➲➲ Pilot Development Clinics
➲➲ Free Introduction course
➲➲ Tandem Endorsements
➲➲ Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue will
be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@
hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4a/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verifica
tion) and the State under which you would like the classified placed. (Note that the above does not apply to commercial
operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but will be charged at usual advertising rates.)

Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Paragliders & Equipment
Queensland

Tandem Gradient Bio Golden 42, $2300, in excellent condition,
has 56 hrs. Also: Icaro Incanto DHV 1/2, $800, medium,
80-105kg, in good condition, has approx. 120+ hrs. Contact
Adam Osten & 0424 624385.

Microlights & Equipment
New South Wales

dual exhaust, full log book, complete manuals. Brolly 3-blade
prop, full pod/screen/dash panel, custom side skirt with
two zipped map-pockets, dual rear wheel drum brakes &
parking brake system, seat-mounted choke & hand throttle
levers, 47 L polyethylene fuel tank mounted under the seat,
custom screen deflects the wind away from the pilot’s face,
storage pods space under pilot’s legs, custom cover protects
your trike whilst in storage. Regretably, due to our lifestyle
changes we are selling our trike. We have spent a lot of time
& money (over $18,000) in the past 3 years, but due to life
changes, we haven’t spent a lot of time flying. $27,800 ono.
Contact: Paul & 0403 852339 or <ppisani1@bigpond.com>.

Victoria

2B Wing No, T2-6141, four years old, with 376 hrs. Packed up
once, good condition, $3000 ono, with training bars. Contact:
John & 0407 049640.
New XT 582 Outback 2012
with everything to fly, zero
hours on base. Wing is a
Streak 2 with 10 hrs & no
incidents. Selling due to cut hrs at work. C/w all the manuals &
books, brand new aerial & helmets, Lynx headsets & Microair
built-in radio, still has protective plastic on screen, from
factory. Sell the lot for very cheap $33,000. Contact: Zach &
0407 012306.

South Australia
Photo: Tex Beck

New South Wales

Vario Wedgie (total energy) & Reserve Parachute. Reserve has
never been thrown or been in the sun, will need a repack. Vario
$225, reserve $250 or both $425. Contact: John & 0438
544945 or <greenwanderer@gmail.com>.
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General Equipment
Kangook.com

Poliglide

Woody Valley Flex Harness, suit very tall pilot, 6ft4-plus, though
it has a ‘foot cone’ making it usable for my diminutive 6ft2
stature. Excellent condition, incl. side-mounted parachute.
$400. Perfect first harness for a giant. Contact: Fraser Vickers
& 0401 044114 or [fraserv@sailcorp.com.au].
Litesport 4, VGC, 35 low hrs, U/S colours light grey, yellow &
red stripe, $3500, plus Xtreme harness (violet) & Metamorfosi
‘chute $500. X5155 free to experienced pilot. Contact: &
0407 636352.

Airborne T-lite 22hp Bailey engine, Core wing. Helmet, headset
& Icom radio, disc brake. Two months old, 9 hrs flight time,
Airborne demo model: $18,000 – over $3,000 off new price.
Contact: Geoff White & 03 51223489 or 0437 073400.

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ben & 0418 753220.

Hang Gliders & Equipment

Victoria

Airborne Outback 582 Tundra. Excellent cond. Original Wizard
3 wing, 160 hrs, set-up twice only. Microair radio & Lynx
interface, two helmets & headsets. Base 430 hrs. Brand new
Rotax 582, 6-month Rotax warranty, Bolly prop: $26,000 with
new motor or $19,500 with original motor. Contact: Geoff
White & 03 51223489 or 0437 073400.

Pursuit 10 single-seater trike (T1-2043), Rotax 447 (497 hrs).
Cruise around 50kt, $4500 ono. Located at Strathalbyn, SA.
Contact: Damian & 0404 032541.

Queensland

Pegasus Quantum 912. 912 Rotax 4-stroke with approx. 432
hrs. Engine reconditioned at 367 hrs. Q2 wing with inflight
adjustable trim, wing overhauled & sail replace at 327 hrs.
Airmagic intercom system with audio (iPod) input, headsets
with two helmets,V Rabbit aerial, rear Tundra tyres, dual
rear brakes, training bars, 1998 model (approx.), custom

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys,
PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].
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